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A study of four yellow-pine chipmunk populations distributed

along a steep environmental gradient in central Oregan revealed

populational differences verifying a prediction of high evolutionary

potential at distributional borders of species occupying unstable

environments. Numbers were lowest in a population on the coniferous

forest edge of the ponderosa pine transition zone (Sisters), highest in

a population near the center of the transition zone (Main Grid), and

intermediate in populations at the desert periphery of the ponderosa

zone (Cabin Lake) and isolated in a disjunct ponderosa forest on the

Oregon High Desert (Lost Forest).

Attrition of adult males was greatest during the oversummer

periods, and was more likely due to predation than to dispersal.

Attrition of adult females was greatest during the overwinter

periods. During this period winter food caches may be exhausted

before new supplies appear; these shortages, combined with
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increases in female energy demand associated with gestation and

rearing of young, may have contributed to overwinter starvation.

Significantly higher adult female body weight at the edge of the dense

coniferous forest suggests an adaptive response to spring food

shortages caused by late snowpacks and by cool-weather inhibition

of foraging.

At the desert edge of the ponderosa forest, increased body

weight may instead be an adaptive response to spring food shortages

resulting from fewer seed-producers and from competition with least

chipmunks (Eutamias minimus). Competitive advantage among chip-

munks is commonly associated with larger size, and E. amoenus

males at Lost Forest, which were nearest to E. minimus in body

weight, showed the greatest increase over central population weights.

Observations at the Main Grid, Cabin Lake and Lost Forest

showed behavioral characteristics of the populations to be surprising-

ly similar. In spite of the overall similarities, however, significant

populational differences in activity budgeting were observed which

may represent the leading edges of ongoing evolutionary adaptations.

Higher population density at the Main Grid led to a much higher level

of positive social interactions with a much higher percentage of

aggressive chasing and fighting than at other sites. At Cabin Lake

weather had a strong influence on activity budgeting and habitat

orientation. Lost Forest chipmunks exhibited a greater proportion
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of protective behavior (especially alarm vocalizations), suggesting

an adaptation by which the population may reduce danger from preda-

tion due to low protective cover without restricting the area over

which individuals may safely forage. This same population appeared

to have adjusted activity budgets to avoid high desert temperatures by

foraging more in early hours and orienting more toward the shade of

trees and shrubs in later hours. These trends were less pronounced

in the peripheral forest-edge population and were reversed in the

central population.

When foraging, individuals from all populations oriented most

strongly toward shrubs, then open ground, slash piles and trees;

they oriented least strongly toward rocks, stumps, or logs. Chip-

munks involved in maintenance or protective activities showed a

nearly reversed order of preference for the same habitat features.

These and other observations suggest that, contrary to recent litera-

ture, presently observed lines of contact between allopatric chipmunk

species do not represent dynamic tension zones established and main-

tained in delicate balance of aggressive interactions. Rather, they

represent extremely stable distributional limits established through

habitat selection as a mechanism by which smaller species may avoid

fruitless but energetically costly competitive encounters with larger

species.
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LOCAL ADAPTATIONS IN CHIPMUNK (EUTAMIAS AMOENUS)
POPULATIONS AND EVOLUTIONARY POTENTIAL

AT SPECIES' BORDERS

I. INTRODUCTION

Andrewartha and Birch (1954) have suggested that the functional

goal of ecology must be to understand how ongoing events determine

the observed distribution and abundance of organisms in their natural

environment. This view has been attractive to some ecologists in

that it helps avoid the pitfall of suggesting explanations for observed

phenomena on the basis of events suspected to have operated in the

distant past, thereby constructing hypotheses which are difficult or

impossible to test. Yet there is an increasing awareness that much of

what we now observe in nature has its ultimate causation in the

evolutionary past. Perhaps much of the controversy between so-

called functional and evolutionary ecologists (Orians 1962) could be

reconciled through investigations of recent or ongoing evolutionary

events to reveal mechanisms by which past history may influence the

distribution and abundance of natural fauna and flora. For an enter-

ing wedge into this complex problem we should look to those local

populations of species which have the greatest potential for evolution-

ary change, entities heretofore relatively neglected in ecological

field research. I consider high evolutionary potential to be associated
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with a greater frequency of new evolutionary experiments by local

populations, an accelerated rate of experimentation, and an increased

likelihood that novelties which do arise will persist and radiate

through long spans of geologic time.

The neglect of such populations may be a natural result of our

historical viewpoint. Since the time of early plant geographers,

ecologists have tended to conduct their field research well within

easily recognized boundaries of distinct plant and animal assem-

blages. Sharp lines of demarkation or zones of transition between

such communities have largely been avoided as "unrepresentative" or

"too complicated". As a result, our understanding of the evolutionary

development of natural systems is largely limited to processes

occurring well within system boundaries. Further, it has been sug-

gested that:

Evolution cannot be understood except in the frame of
ecosystems. By the process of succession, which is
inherent in every ecosystem, the evolution is pushed or
sucked in the direction taken by succession, in what has
been called increasing maturity. . . . Succession is in
progress everywhere and evolution follows, encased in
succession's frame (Margalef 1968).

If one accepts this succession-based framework of system evolution,

then attention is focused on adaptive specialization. The process of

succession increasingly buffers system components from environ-

mental fluctuations, and the greater environmental predictability

promotes specialization -- the restriction of behavior, physiology,
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and morphology toward more efficient functioning in increasingly

narrow niches. There are limits to this narrowing of niches (May

and MacArthur 1972), but the overall trends are well established in

ecological theory (Odum 1969).

As used here specialization also implies a kind of genetic

specialization in which adaptive gene complexes are protected from

the erosive effects of selection and recombination by chromosomal

inversions and translocations. This genetic polymorphism is re-

sponsible for phenotypic uniformity or, at most, rigidly controlled

phenotypic polymorphism. Such genetic systems, characteristic of

central populations of polytypic species and throughout the range of

widely distributed monotypic (cosmopolitan) species, severely restrict

the potential for evolutionary development (Carson 1959).

I suggest that if we are to probe the main thread of evolutionary

events which have contributed most to present-day ecosystem com-

position and distribution, we must view the problem from an evolu-

tionary rather than a successional time frame, looking to geographic

areas where environmental harshness or unpredictability limits the

buffering against environmental change by community structure. In

such areas species must have broad flexibility through which they

may avoid or absorb the direct impact of environmental perturbations.

In short, we should investigate the evolutionary implications of the

little-studied generalist mode of adaptation. The term generalist, as
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used here, implies not only behavioral and physiological flexibility in

adjusting to environmental changes, but also a low degree of chromo-

somal polymorphism, giving rise to high phenotypic variability

through genetic recombination and a resulting high responsiveness to

selective pressures.

At ecological transitions where many species' borders coincide,

community buffering of the environment will be minimal and environ-

mental, uncertainty, relative to species' adaptive complexes, maximal.

I chose to conduct a field test of these theoretical considerations on

the east slope of the Cascade Range in central Oregon. There a rain-

shadow effect creates strong moisture-temperature gradients in

association with sharply zonated plant formations. In this continental

border-contrast topography setting, conditions favor the repeated iso-

lation of local populations which may differentiate into new races, as

well as the numerous introgressive contacts that can come from

natural geologic and ecologic disturbances (Miller 1956).

Of particular interest to this study is the zone of transition

between arid shrub steppe and mesic coniferous forest. Stebbins and

Major (1965) have shown that under either strictly mesic or strictly

arid conditions, floras are apt to be relatively stable. Most climatic

shifts affecting moisture availability will not exceed the limits of

tolerance of resident species so that populations may persist with

relatively little change in genetic makeup. On the other hand, in the
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zone of transition between the two extremes, even small climatic

shifts may change local conditions beyond the limits of tolerance of

most resident species, producing adaptive responses or changes in

distribution.

In central Oregon as well as throughout much of the western

United States the dominant tree species in this transition zone is

Pinus ponderosa. Even though ponderosa pine is such a poor com-

petitor that it can never replace itself where contested (Daubenrnire

1966, States 1968) it is the most widely distributed of the western

pines (Peattie 1953). The additional fact that ponderosa pine is

genetically and morphologically the most variable of all pine species

(Mirov 1967), further attests to the inherent instability of this zone

and the evolutionary potential of its resident species.

In general, species adopting the generalist mode of adaptation

may be divided into two groups which differ importantly in their

genetic makeup. One, the "cosmopolitan generalist", adopts the

annual weed mode of adaptation (Levins 1963), with individuals show-

ing high adaptability and plasticity in a wide range of environments

but with few special adaptations to specific regions within the species

range. The most widely distributed of all North American chipmunks,

Eutamias minimus, appears to fit this category, even to the presence

of considerable chromosomal polymorphism (Sutton and Nadler 1969).
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Such species show little real evolution and experience a retardation in

ability to undergo further speciation (Carson 1959).

The other species type, the polytypic generalist, responds

readily to differential selective pressures as they act upon local popu-

lations. A good example is the yellow pine chipmunk, Eutamias

amoenus. Although largely restricted to the ponderosa pine transition

zone, it is the most widespread chipmunk in the Pacific Northwest

(Gambs 1965) and is also the most polytypic, having eleven described

subspecies. Other authors have already demonstrated its wide flexi-

bility in food habits (Broadbooks 1958) and physiology (Cade 1963,

Heller and Gates 1971).

Arguments contrasting the evolutionary potential of central

versus marginal populations in a specie& distribution parallel the

arguments contrasting the evolutionary potential of cosmopolitan

generalists versus polytypic generalists. Studies of Drosophila popu-

lations indicate that where a species is apparently most successful

and where it has relatively the highest population densities (usually

near the center of the species' range) this "environmental mastery"

is reflected in a high degree of chromosomal polymorphism (Carson

1955). Hence, where individual genetic heterozygosity is greatest

there has also been a high selective premium upon limiting pheno-

typic variation to one or more distinct phenotypes, each specializing

in a different aspect of the environment. Canalizing selection may
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favor feedback mechanisms that produce standard phenotypes in spite

of considerable gene substitution or environmental fluctuation

(Waddington 1942). Carson (op. cit.) equates genetic polymorphism

in central populations with a specialization by which a number of

ecological niches may be occupied (de Cunha and Dobzhansky 1954), at

a high adaptive level, without too much danger from recombinations

which could destroy adaptive gene complexes.

But these same homeostatic mechanisms restrict the ability of

organisms to change genetically in response to environments which

are increasingly different from the optimum and are therefore also

responsible for the existence and location of species borders (Carson

1955, Mayr 1963). Consequently, within local populations we may

expect a reduction in both chromosomal and phenotypic polymorphism,

as well as in genetic diversity, toward the species border (Carson

op. cit., 1959; Levins and MacArthur 1966). But where hetero-

zygosity in individual organisms may be least (low evolutionary

potential), the interdemic differences or polytypy resulting from in-

tense selection by different forces at different points along the border

may be greatest. Thus, evolutionary inertia of peripheral populations

as compared with central populations is much reduced and their

evolutionary potential is correspondingly increased (Mayr 1963,

White 1968).
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Severe selective forces, inbreeding, and disruptive gene flow

could produce unstable genotypes which leak variability previously

masked by canalization (Levin 1970). On this altered genetic back-

ground the selective value of many genes may change drastically,

resulting in a "genetic revolution" (Axelrod 1967, Mayr 1954) leading

to new evolutionary experiments. For example, founder populations

may frequently become established and then eliminated beyond the

species' border, with occasional survival of the few resistant indi-

viduals. Through such "catastrophic selection", vast numbers of

individuals are in time screened for exceptional adaptation (Lewis

1962). Of particular significance in this process is the elimination of

the parental population, producing immediate "spatial adaptation" by

the survivors and their progeny (Axelrod 1967, Lewis op. cit.). Thus

it is widely recognized that speciation is most likely in geographically

isolated populations, usually in local populations near the species'

border which are most deviant from the "standard phenotype" at the

center of the species' range (Axelrod 1967, Carson 1959, Mayr 1954,

Wallace 1968).

One objection to the evolutionary lability of peripherally-isolated

populations has been the so-called bottleneck of low genetic variability

through which a peripheral isolate must pass (Mayr 1954). However,

the objection is pertinent only to multiple alleles at a single locus

rather than to a polygenic system controlling a quantitatively varying
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trait. In the latter case, a relatively large fraction of genetic vari-

ability in the parental population may be regenerated in a new area

from a few founders (Bader and Lehmann 1965).

Based upon these theoretical considerations, I selected four

yellow pine chipmunk populations for study so as to maximize the

opportunity for obtaining insight into recent or ongoing evolutionary

events in a species suspected of high evolutionary potential. Differ-

ences in selective pressures were maximized by selecting study

populations along a steep moisture-temperature-vegetation gradient

extending from the High Lava Desert to the edge of dense coniferous

forests. Potential competitors at the dry end of the gradient were the

much smaller least chipmunks, and at the moist end were the much

larger Townsend chipmunks (Eutamias townsendi). I also attempted

to maximize chances for differences in genetic structure among the

populations by including one peripherally-isolated desert population,

two peripheral populations on the inner and the outer edge of the

ponderosa zone, and one central population.

My investigation was restricted to those attributes of the four

populations thought most likely to play a role in evolutionary dynamics.

For example, among higher animals a shift into a new adaptive zone

is usually initiated by a change in behavior, with related structural

and physiological changes being acquired secondarily (Mayr 1963).

Whatever the cause of such new behaviors, even if they are
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only differential responses to habitat differences from one locality to

the next, if the new behaviors are adaptive they will be favored by

natural selection as will all genes which contribute to their per-

formance. These behavioral triggering events may best be observed

in discrete local populations. Different triggering stimuli for dif-

ferent activity patterns have been observed in peripheral populations

of the long-toed salamander, Ambystoma macrodactylum, with the

greatest differences observed in a peripherally isolated population

(Anderson 1967).

The intent of my study was thus to examine the fruitfulness of

the theoretical viewpoint outlined above in achieving Andrewartha and

Birch's (1954) major "goal" of ecology. Specifically, I wished to; 1)

identify likely differences in selective pressures on each population

resulting from differences in environment and population structure;

2) detect and describe adaptive responses to the proposed differential

selective forces; and 3) apply the above toward a better understanding

of the relative importance of habitat selection versus interspecific

aggression in determining observed patterns of chipmunk distribution

and abundance. Such studies, directed at species populations sus-

pected of having the greatest evolutionary potential, may be as close

as we can come to observing "in action" those evolutionary processes

which have contributed most to present-day patterns of plant and

animal distribution. Such studies may also be as close as we can
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come to circumventing the problem of explaining present patterns

with untestable hypotheses about past events, but without going too

far the other way, completely discounting the important role of

evolutionary history.



II. STUDY SITES

Four trapping grids were established to sample chipmunk popu-

lations at points along the transition from desert to coniferous forest

(Fig. 1). This transition is largely an effect of increasing average

annual precipitation, from less than 25 cm to greater than 80 cm, and

of decreasing variability in temperature, humidity, and winds toward

the denser forests (Table 1). The four grids were physically (Sisters

Grid) or analytically separated into two study sites per grid and were

numbered 1 to 8 (east to west) along the environmental gradient (Fig.

1). See Appendix A for exact locations.

The Lost Forest Grid was set up at the forest edge to sample a

peripherally-isolated E. amoenus population. The grid was extended

halfway into adjacent shrubsteppe to measure the extent of foraging

movements by yellow pine chipmunks away from preferred habitat and

to obtain information on a potential competitor, the least chipmunk,

which inhabited the shrubsteppe. The forest was a sparse mixture of

juniper (Juniperus occidentalis) and ponderosa pine, with a shrub

under story of big sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata) and rabbitbrush

(mostly Chrysothamnus nauseosus), growing primarily from stabilized

sand dunes.
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Figure 1. Location and numbering of four central Oregon trapping
grids which were separated physically or analytically into
eight study sites as follows: site 1 - Lost Forest shrub-
steppe, site 2 - Lost Forest tree zone, site 3 - Cabin
Lake shrubsteppe, site 4 - Cabin Lake tree zone, site 5 -
eastern one-half of Main Grid, site 6 - western one-half
of Main Grid, site 7 - Sisters open forest, and site 8 -
Sisters dense forest.
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TABLE 1. ELEVATIONS, MEAN ANNUAL PRECIPITATION, AND
EXTREME TEMPERATURES FOR FOUR CENTRAL
OREGON POPULATIONS OF THE YELLOW PINE
CHIPMUNK.

Site Elevation Precipitations
Temperaturea

Extremes

Lost Forest 1380 m 20-30 cm -10°C to 29°C

Cabin Lake 1380 m 20-30 cm -10°C to 29°C

Main Grid 1463 m 30-40 cm -11°C to 28°C

Sisters 970 m 60-80 cm - 7°C to 27°C

aPrecipitation and temperature extremes taken from Franklyn
and Dyrness (1969).
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An identical grid was set up 31 km from Lost Forest near the

Cabin Lake Guard Station of the Deschutes National Forest. The

forest here was entirely ponderosa pine trees (mostly small) with an

understory of sagebrush and rabbitbrush growing on pumice soils and

geologically recent lava flows. The "peripheral" yellow pine chip-

munk population there was also in contact with the least chipmunk of

the shrubsteppe.

The third grid was set up 5 km west of the Cabin Lake Station to

sample a "central" yellow pine chipmunk population. The forest there

was typical open ponderosa pine with locally dense patches of regen-

eration and a very few lodgepole pines (Pinus contorta). Shrub under-

story was almost entirely bitterbrush (Purshia tridentata) growing on

thin pumice soils. A few Townsend chipmunks were captured along

with the numerous yellow pine chipmunks.

The fourth grid was located about 37 km northwest of the Main

Grid near Sisters, Oregon. This grid was divided into two sections,

separated by a distance of 1.2 km. The eastern section was located

in very open ponderosa forest with locally very dense patches of

regeneration. The shrub understory was a dense mixture of bitter-

brush, snowbrush (Ceonothus velutinus) and much manzanita

(Arctostaphylos patula). The western section was located at a higher

elevation in a more moist and dense ponderosa forest which is being

replaced by douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii). The shrub
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understory was again a mixture, but the predominant shrub was snow-

brush instead of manzanita. The yellow pine chipmunk population

shared both locations with the Townsend chipmunk; the former pre-

dominated at the more open site, the latter at the denser site. Both

locations were underlain by shallow pumice soils; both (especially the

higher one) frequently retain a snowpack as late as early May.



III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Trapping Techniques

In each population a trapping grid was established with individual

Sherman live traps set 40 m apart in a 15 or 16 by 12 configuration.

Exposed traps were covered with bark or cardboard, baited at dawn

with rolled oats in peanut butter, and checked during early afternoon.

On first capture each chipmunk was numbered by toe clipping and

released. (Full details on toe clipping and all other study methods

are given in Appendix B.) All captures were recorded as to grid

location, species, sex, reproductive condition, age class, and ident-

ification number.

The four study grids were trapped in the spring before the young

were born to measure population lows and in the summer after the

young had emerged to measure population peaks. This was done

during 1970 and 1971 for a total of four trap periods. Table 2 gives

the trapping periods at each grid.

Computer analysis of these trapping records in categories

specified according to trap period, site, species, sex, and age class

yielded information on the total number of chipmunks captured, the

average number of captures per chipmunk, the percent of chipmunks

surviving into all subsequent trap periods, chipmunk population



TABLE 2. TRAPPING DATES AND DURATION AT FOUR STUDY GRIDS IN FOUR TRAP PERIODS.
(The number in parenthesis indicates the actual number of days trapped at a given grid.)

Trapping Grid Spring 1970 Summer 1970 Spring 1971 Summer 1971

Lost Forest

Cabin Lake

Main

Sisters

1-17 May (7)

22-31 May (6)

9-17 June (6)

28 June-3 July (6)

17-21 August (5)

10-14 August (5)

2-6 August (5)

25-29 July (5)

30 April-4 May (6)

12-18 May (6)

19 May-5 June (7)

24-30 June (6)

2-8 August (6)

13-18 August (6)

25-30 August (7)

3-9 September (6)
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densities per unit of area, the average distances travelled between

consecutive captures, and the average body weight. Population

density estimates were corrected for differences in average home

range by the boundary strip method (Broadbooks 1970a). Each chip-

munk record also contained combined results from all trapping

periods during which the animal was captured. Averaging over all

chipmunks in a specified category the "total" number of captures, total

trap range, total periods captured, trap range per capture, maximum

trap range, trap range width to length ratio and the distance between

nearest captures from consecutive trap periods were also computed.

Habitat Sampling

Standard habitat features were sampled by running four 25 ft

(7.6 m) line-intercepts at right angles to each other from each trap

location. Along the metal tape marking each line, I counted the num-

ber of inches (2.54 cm units) intercepted by rocks, logs and stumps,

shrubs, forbs, grasses, and tree crowns. These data were used to

estimate percent cover for each structure and for open ground on each

grid.

More intensive sampling of habitat structure was conducted

around behavioral observation towers. A 76 m x 76 m sampling grid

was set up around each tower enclosing most of the observation area.

Systematic sampling by line intercepts along 60 50 ft (15 m) lines
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laid out in a checkerboard pattern resulted in a total sample of 915 m

around each tower. Aside from this increased sampling intensity,

habitat-structure sampling around observation towers differed from

that on entire trapping grids in the elimination of grass and forb cate-

gories and the addition of tree trunk and slash pile categories. Slash

piles were concentrated debris from previous logging or piles of low

branches I had pruned from trees in order to obtain a clear view of

all ground within a 38 m radius of the tower.

Behavior Studies

In the fall of 1970 considerable time was spent observing and

categorizing chipmunk behavior. As a result, 24 frequently observed

activity patterns were lumped under five major behavior categories,

as follows:

1. Foraging: a) exploring jerky, hesitant rushes with head

up; b) random searching - quartering back and forth with

nose to the ground; c) running or climbing - casually, no

evidence of alarm; d) digging - scratching in the ground

without depositing anything or covering the hole.

2. Food Handling: a) feeding - actually chewing on food items;

b) food handling - manipulation of food prior to putting it in

the mouth; c) gathering stuffing food into mouth and

manipulating it into cheek pouches but no chewing; d)
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storing - running with full cheek pouches; e) pit caching

digging a hole, depositing a portion of contents in the hole,

covering over the hole and patting it down; f) repacking -

stopping to adjust food already in cheek pouches.

3. Protection: a) flight - rapid running or climbing usually

from some obvious source of concern; b) conflict - hesitant

alternation between advance and retreat with attention

focused on an object of concern; c) alert - immobile erect

posture, often with forepaws up on something; d) retreats -

withdrawal from some threat for only a short distance; e)

alarm vocalizations - usually a loud chirp or chirrl with

frequent tail twitches.

4. Positive Social Interactions: a) chasing another animal; b)

fighting; c) sexual behavior - mounting, tail twirling; d)

nosing another animal; e) threat postures, movements or

vocalizations (ears often laid back).

5. Maintenance: a) grooming; b) dust bathing; c) gathering nest

materials; d) resting - immobile and relaxed, sometimes

distinguishable from an alert only by lack of erect posture

and by drooping eyelids.

Shorthand symbols were also used for six position categories

which corresponded to the habitat features sampled around each tower:
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1) in the open, 2) logs or stumps, 3) shrubs, 4) rocks, 5) trees, and

6) slash piles.

A 3-m tall observation tower was erected on each of the three

easternmost grids where vegetation was sufficiently sparse to permit

observations of chipmunk behavior. Each tower was located well

within its respective grid in view of areas where 1970 trapping had

revealed concentrations of chipmunk activity.

During the fourth trapping period, before behavior studies com-

menced, the tips of the ears were cut off on all resident chipmunks

(right ear for males, left ear for females). As many of these as

possible were also marked for individual identification with Nyanzol A

dye (Melchior and Iwen 1965, Appendix B). A system of observation

was devised whereby the entire seen area could be searched until a

chipmunk was located and then a continuous record of its activity and

location noted in shorthand code at each 5 sec pulse from a metro-

nome (Wiens et. al. 1970) until the animal disappeared or until 20 min

had elapsed.

In the fall of 1971 my intent was to sample behavior at all three

easternmost sites during the pre-winter food gathering period. Be-

cause onset of this activity was much later than in 1970, definitive

observations could not be made until 25 September - 3 October at

Cabin Lake, 6 - 9 October at Lost Forest and 11 - 14 October at the

Main Grid. Comparable numbers of 5-sec observations were obtained
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at Lost Forest, Cabin Lake and the Main Grid (6960, 6050, and 6150

respectively) with a diligent effort made to spread these observations

evenly throughout the daytime period and between the two sexes.

Overall, during 110 hrs on the three towers, chipmunks were in sight

26.5 hours or 24 percent of tower time.

All 5 sec observations were transferred to IBM cards subject to

retrieval by site number, day of observation, time class, tempera-

ture class, chipmunk number, species, sex, sun condition (out or

clouded over), precipitation and wind class. Time was recorded in

hours and minutes from the time at which the color of a red flag could

first be discerned 30.5 m down sun (a compensation for differences

in day-length and the influence of cloud cover on the time of daybreak).

These data were used to investigate three major aspects of

chipmunk behavior. First, the effect of time, temperature, or

weather upon activity may be measured by the percentage of 5 sec

intervals during which chipmunks were in sight relative to the total

time spent on the tower (levels of activity) or by the percentage of

total observations in all classes which were observed in a given class

(distribution of activity). Both approaches required an adjustment to

correct for differences in time spent on the tower among, for example,

the different temperature ranges at a given site (Appendix B).

Second, these same data were used to determine the budgeting

of activities under specified combinations of sites, sexes, weather
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categories, times, and temperatures. Activity budgeting may be

looked at in terms of percentage distribution of activities into each

behavior category (regardless of habitat position) or in terms of per-

centage distribution of activities at each habitat position.

Third, all observations on chipmunk behavior were analyzed by

position to assess habitat orientation. It is useful to know the per-

centage of time spent at each habitat structure, over all behavior cate-

gories and then within each category, but my primary interest lay in

discovering whether orientations changed from population to popula-

tion. To answer this question an "orientation index" compensating

for differences in structure availability at each site was calculated.

The percent cover for a given structure (obtained on sampling grids

around each tower) was subtracted from the percent of behaviors

associated with that structure and the result divided by the smaller of

the two. A positive index indicates how many times the observed be-

havioral association with a structure is greater than would be expected

if the structure were encountered only at random. A negative index

indicates how many times more frequently a structure was expected

to be encountered, on the basis of random chance, than was actually

observed in the field (suggesting that these habitat features were

actively avoided).



IV. RESULTS

This study compares attributes of four E. amoenus populations

selected along a steep environmental gradient which extended from the

Oregon desert through the transition to dense coniferous forest.

Three sources of information will be used for making comparisons

along the gradient: (1) data from trapping grids will be used to de-

scribe trends in chipmunk distribution, population dynamics, home

ranges, and body weights; (2) information from vegetation sampling

will be used to measure trends in structural habitat features as these

correlate with changes in chipmunk distribution and habitat orienta-

tion; and (3) behavioral data will be used to measure trends in activity

budgeting and habitat orientation. Trends along the environmental

gradient revealed by these comparisons will be used to discern possi-

ble adaptive responses to the differential selective forces acting upon

local populations.

Chipmunk Populations

Information on chipmunk distribution and abundance came from

a total of 6788 captures on 1699 chipmunks trapped over a two year

period. In discussing patterns revealed by the resulting data it will
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be useful to occasionally refer to the Cabin Lake and Lost Forest

sites as "outer sites" and to the two Sisters sites as "inner sites".

Distribution of Yellow Pine Chipmunk in Relation

to Distribution of Potential Competitors

At the outer sites there was a high negative relationship between

the numbers of least chipmunks and the numbers of yellow pine chip-

munks at the forest edge (r = -.90, n = 4; not statistically significant),

with least chipmunks largely restricted to the shrubsteppe and E.

amoenus largely restricted to the forest. There was a greater mixing

at Cabin Lake with 5.5 percent of all E. amoenus captures in the

shrubsteppe and 13 percent of E. minimus captures in shrubby areas

inside the tree line. In contrast, at Lost Forest 12 percent of all E.

amoenus captures were in the shrubsteppe and 2 percent of E.

minimus captures were in the forest. Only two least chipmunks were

possible residents in brushy areas within Lost Forest, while 24 were

known to reside in such places inside the forest edge at Cabin Lake.

The pattern of captures suggested that yellow pine chipmunks at Lost

Forest foraged farther out into the shrubsteppe (especially on rainy

days), with 30 percent of shrubsteppe captures beyond 130 m from the

forest edge. Yellow pine chipmunks were never captured over 130 m

from the forest edge at Cabin Lake.
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At both forest edge sites there were losses in the number of

adults from spring to summer (Fig. 2A). This reduction was less

pronounced for E. minimus in the shrubsteppe than for E. amoenus in

the forest. In fact, at the Cabin Lake site where E. minimus popula-

tions were highest, there was an increase in summer density of E.

minimus adults, probably as a result of immigration from nearby

rocky lava flows. Comparisons between the two consecutive years

reveal a trend toward reduced density of adults in the second year

(Fig. 2B), again more pronounced in E. amoenus, especially at Lost

Forest. The cause of reduced adult E. amoenus populations in the

second year is unknown but it appears to have affected both forest

edge populations similarly.

As with the least chipmunk at the forest edge, there was a nega,-

tive correlation (r = -.79, n = 4; not statistically significant), between

the numbers of yellow pine chipmunks and the numbers of Townsend

chipmunks through the rest of the transition to me sic coniferous

forest (Sites 5-8). Both species showed reduced numbers of adults in

summer through this series of sites (Fig. ZA).

At the middle sites, there were no apparent trends in E.

townsendi density between years, but contrary to the pattern at the

outer sites, there was a large increase in the number of E. amoenus

adults by the second year. At both inner sites, there were no large

between-year changes in the density of either species but both species
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Figure 2. Density of adult chipmunks at the eight central Oregon
study sites in four trapping periods (spring and summer
of 1970 and 1971) on 13 ha grids. Estimates are corrected
for site differences in average chipmunk home ranges as
described in the text.
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showed the same trends, a slight increase in density at the more open

site and a slight decrease at the more dense site by the second year.

The population density of E. townsendi more than tripled in the 4.8

km distance from the open to the dense site, to a density greater than

that of E. amoenus (Fig. 3).

Relationships between Chipmunk Distribution

and Structural Habitat Features

Structural habitat features (especially vegetation), were very

different at the different study sites, as might be expected along a

steep moisture-temperature gradient. Cover by tree crowns steadily

increased from a very few scattered trees in the shrubsteppe toward

50 percent at the more dense Sisters site (Fig. 4). Open ground, on

the other hand, tended to be low at both ends of the transect and

highest in the middle (with the exception of Lost Forest, where open

ground inside the tree line was abnormally high). The high open

ground percentage at the Main Grid was probably due to low cover by

grasses, forbs, and shrubs other than bitterbrush, in spite of high

bitterbrush cover. Not surprisingly, cover by stumps and logs

tended to increase with increasing tree cover. Rock cover was rela-

tively high at Cabin Lake and the Main Grid due to exposed lava flows.

Linear correlation coefficients between animal numbers and

structural habitat features are summarized in Table 3. Correlations
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Figure 3. Average density of adult chipmunks over all four trapping
periods at each study site. Shown are the averages ± 2
standard errors, n = 4.
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Figure 4. Percent cover by the nine structural habitat features
measured at each site. Estimates are based upon 7.6 m-
long (300 inch) line-transect samples taken in four direc-
tions from each of 84-96 trap locations at each site.
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TABLE 3. COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION BETWEEN TOTAL COVER BY HABITAT FEATURE AND CORRECTED
CHIPMUNK DENSITIES ALONG THE SERIES FROM SHRUBSTEPPE TO CONIFEROUS FOREST, 1970-71.

Animal Species
and Included Sites

Habitat Features
Open Bitterbrush Rocks Logs, Stumps Other Shrubs Trees Grasses Forbs

Eutamias aomenus
all forested sites .69 .68 .65 .54 -.93 -.51 -.35 -.79

2, 4-8

E. amoenus
.72 .14 .23 .68 -.83 .99 -.07 -.91all forest-edge sites

1-4

E. minimus
-.72 .25 .06 -.66 .59 -.86 .41 .70all forest-edge sites

1-4

E. amoenus
1.00 .83 1.00

**
.33 -.82 -.79 -.26 -.80all inner-forest sites

5-8

E. townsendi
-.78 -.98 -.78 .37 .63 1.00 .81 .98all inner-forest sites

5-8

E. amoenus
1 -.86all inner-forest sites .92 >

5-8

E. townsendi
-.86 .95all inner-forest sites

5-8
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were generally high and probably biologically significant, even though

the small sample sizes make it impossible to attach statistical signifi-

cance to most of the relationships. At forest-edge sites, E. amoenus

numbers were positively correlated with the presence of trees, open

ground, and logs or stumps, and negatively correlated with forb

cover. Numbers of E. minimus at the same sites were positively

correlated with forbs, but negatively correlated with trees, open

ground, and logs or stumps. Given a choice between forested and

unforested areas, then, E. amoenus appears to strongly select

forested areas. But over all forested sites there were negative cor-

relations between E. amoenus density and tree cover, shrubs other

than bitterbrush, grasses, and forbs. Correlations were positive

with open ground, bitterbrush, rocks, and logs or stumps.

It is useful to compare correlations between the two chipmunk

species at the middle and inner sites (5-8) where all are found to-

gether. E. amoenus was unique in its positive correlation with open

ground and rocks and its negative correlation with tree cover. E.

townsendi was unique in its positive correlation with shrubs other

than bitterbrush, grasses and forbs; and its negative correlation with

bitterbrush. Finally, correlations between animal numbers and the

total cover of (1) all habitat features with which E. amoenus showed

positive correlations, and (2) all habitat features with which E.

amoenus showed negative correlations further suggest that the
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distributional responses of E. amoenus and E. townsendi were nearly

opposite with respect to structural habitat features. These patterns

of distribution suggest that preferred habitats of the two species are

very different and that observed distributional zonation of the two

species may result more from habitat selection than from aggressive

interactions leading to competitive exclusion.

atial, Seasonal, and Annual Po ulation Variations

The basic trend in population density of E. amoenus along the

environmental gradient is from low numbers of individuals which live

in the forest but forage out into the shrubsteppe, where E. minimus

predominates, jumping then to moderate densities within the forest-

edge, rising from the forest-edge inward, peaking at the Main Grid,

and falling off again toward more dense coniferous forest, where

E. townsendi predominates (Fig. 3). But the differences between

sites must be interpreted with caution. Looking at only adult popula-

tion densities (Fig. 2A), it appears that the summer adult population

on the Main Grid decreased to levels as low as those at the two forest

edge sites. The apparent decrease is exaggerated, however, due to

filling of the traps by young and an apparent reduction in the tendency

of adults to enter traps during the summer. Twenty-three adults

captured in the first spring were not recaptured until the following

spring. Also, a t-test revealed that the average number of captures
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per adult was significantly reduced from springs (3E= 3.64 ± .14,

n = 1296) to summers (TE = 2.84 ± .16, n = 468) on the Main Grid. I

believe that trapping at the Sisters sites also underestimated popula-

tion densities, but for a different reason. There, structural com-

plexity of the habitat is so much greater than at other sites that chip-

munks encounter the traps less often. Even when populations were

low and chipmunks were most inclined to enter the traps (during the

two spring trap periods) a t-test showed there were significantly

fewer captures per chipmunk at the Sisters sites (Tc = 2.79 ± .24,

n = 85) than at the Main Grid OE = 3.64 ± .14, n = 356).

Numbers of adults were no higher at the Main Grid than at

forest-edge sites in the first year (Fig. 2B) but became dramatically

higher in the second year. This increase in adults in the second year

was apparently due to much higher reproductive success on the Main

Grid in the first year (Table 4).

I had expected that E. amoenus density would fluctuate least in

the optimal environment. The reverse was true. Adult E. amoenus

densities at the two Sisters sites were lowest and showed significantly

less variation (p<. 01) according to an F-ratio test (Ti = 1.78 adults/ha,

s
2 = 23, n = 8) than either the combined forest edge sites (37 = 4.02

adults/ha, s2 = 328, n = 8) or the combined Main Sites (7 = 6.10/ha,

s
2 = 1449, n = 8). In the same manner the intermediate density



TABLE 4. COMPONENTS OF SEASONAL CHANGE IN DENSITY OF SEVERAL EUTAMIAS AMOENUS POPULATIONS LOCATED ALONG A MOISTURE-TEMPERATURE
GRADIENT.

Site and location
in relation to
species range

First day
of trap
period

Chipmunks a
/hectare

Months
elapsed

Percent
change

Components of Oversummer Changes Expressed as a Percent of Densityd_Spring
Adult death and Adult Young Young born Spring Reproductive

emigration immigration immigration on site females success

Site 2 - Lost Forest 1 May '70 5.72
Peripherally isolated 17 August '70 5.87 3.0 + 3 -27 +19 + 4 + 7 33 .15
forest-edge population. 30 April '71 3.40 8.0 - 25

13 August '71 5.10 3.5 + 50 -67 +24 + 45 + 48 20 1.07
Site 4 - Cabin Lake 22 May '70 5.56
Peripheral forest-edge 10 August '70 5.95 2.5 + 9 -45 419 + 13 + 22 29 .74
population. 12 May '71 3.55 9.0 - 40

25 August '71 5.80 3.5 + 63 -60 +32 + 59 + 32 28 1.16
Site 5 - Main Grid East 9 June '70 6.80
Eastern one-half of Grid, 2 August '70 9.50 2.0 + 40 -65 +13 + 49 + 43 45 .43
Central population at mid- 19 May '71 9.96 9.5 + 5

point of ponderosa zone. 3 Sept. '71 10.82 3.0 + 9 -73 + 8 + 12 + 62 46 1.35
Site 6 Main Grid West 9 June '70 6.02
Western one-half of Grid, 2 August '70 11.13 2.5 + 84 -57 +16 + 41 + 86 50 1.73
Central population. 19 May '71 10.82 9.5 - 3

3 Sept. '71 12.83 3.0 + 19 -68 +13 + 19 + 55 49 1.12
Site 7 - Sisters Open 28 June '70 1.78
Peripheral population at inner 25 July '70 4.25 1.0 +139 -64 +69 +187 - 52 56 -.92
edge of ponderosa zone, open 24 June '71 2.48 11.0 - 42
forest. 2 August '71 3.86 1.0 + 56 -52 +17 + 59 + 32 37 .83
Site 8 - Sisters Dense 28 June '70 1.70
Peripheral population at inner 25 July '70 4.56 1.0 +168 -10 + 5 + 18 +155 77 2.01
edge, ponderosa succeeding 24 June '71 1.78 11.0 - 61
to dense spruce-fir. 2 August '71 2.63 1.0 + 48 -50 +12 + 22 + 65 47 1.38
Sites 2 & 4 - Forest-edge 1 May '70 5.64
(outer) populations. 17 August '70 5.95 3.0 + 5 -36 +19 + 8 + 14 37 .37

30 April '71 3.48 8.5 - 42
13 August '71 5.48 3.5 + 58 -64 +31 + 56 + 35 36 .97

Sites 5 & 6 - Mid-transition 9 June '70 6.42
(middle) populations. 2 August '70 10.65 2.0 + 61 -61 +14 + 30 + 78 48 1.62

19 May '71 10.65 9.5 0
3 Sept. '71 11.82 3.0 + 14 -70 +10 + 15 + 59 48 1.24

Sites 7 & 8 - (inner) popula- 28 June '70 1.70
tions at edge of dense coniferous 25 July '70 4.41 1.0 +159 -42 +42 +132 + 27 73 .35
forest. 24 June '71 2.08 11.0 53

2 August '71 3.24 1.0 + 55 -51 +21 + 37 + 48 44 1.11
aThe total number of chipmunks of both sexes and all ages is divided by an area equal to the number of hectares covered by the trapping grid plus a boundary strip to

correct for animals entering traps from outside the grid. Width of the boundary strip was equal to the radius of the average home range.
bThe time which passed between this and the previous trap period. May importantly affect components such as percent death or dispersal.
eChange in population density between this and the previous trap period, expressed as a percent of population density in the previous period.
dAdults captured during previous spring but not recaptured during summer are assumed lost to emigration or death. New adults not captured during previous spring

are regarded as summer immigrants. Assuming that the tendency of young to immigrate is much greater than that of adults, the percent of immigrating young is estimated as
twice that of adults. The difference between total young and immigrating young is then taken as an estimate of the density of young produced on-site, expressed above as a
percent of spring population density.

(Cfs
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TABLE 4. (Continued)

Site and location
in relation to
species range

Components of Overwinter Changese
Young
lost

Adults
surviving

Survival to
loss ratio

Site 2 - Lost Forest
Peripherally isolated
forest-edge population. 88 30

pred.

.34

obs.

.58
Site 4 - Cabin Lake
Peripheral forest-edge
population.

69 46 .67 .60

Site 5 - Main Grid East
Eastern one-half of Grid,
Central population at mid-
point of ponderosa zone.

54 51 .95 1.05

Site 6 - Main Grid West
Western one-half of Grid,
Central population.

63 52 .83 .97

Site 7 - Sisters Open
Peripheral population at inner
edge of ponderosa zone, open
forest.

87 35 .42 .58

Site 8 - Sisters Dense
Peripheral population at inner
edge, ponderosa succeeding
to dense spruce-fir.

86 30 .35 .39

Sites 2 & 4 - Forest-edge
(outer) populations. 74 37 .50 .58

Sites 5 & 6 - Mid-transition
(middle) populations. 59 52 .88 1.00

Sites 7 & 8 - (inner) popula-
tions at edge of dense coniferous
forest.

67 21 .32 .47

eThe percent of disappearing summer young is used as an estimator of losses by emigra-
tion and death for the entire population; the percent of surviving summer adults is used to
estimate overwinter survival and immigration. The ratio between these two is the factor by
which summer population density ought to change by the following spring if the assumptions
hold. Validity of the assumptions may therefore be tested by comparing predicted with
observed overwinter changes.
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populations at the forest-edge sites were less variable than the large

populations recorded at the Main Grid (p<. 10).

Population Dynamics of the Yellow Pine Chipmunk

Given the wide fluctuations in population density at each site it

is important to specify, insofar as possible, the individual factors

contributing to the fluctuations. This may best be accomplished by

looking at the change in population densities from spring to summer,

expressed in terms of percent change in spring densities, during the

two consecutive years. The major components of these changes for

E. amoenus are summarized in Table 4. Because of the inherent

variability of such data, it is reasonable only to identify major trends

and to modify the interpretation of these in light of variations in the

trapping regime. For example, it would appear that loss of spring

adults, due to death and emigration, was highest at the Main Grid and

lowest at Sisters. Because of the order in which the four locations

were trapped, however, the time lag between spring and summer trap

periods was 2 to 3 months less at Sisters than at the other three sites

(Table 4). The lower trappability of adults at the Main Grid men-

tioned above further increases an overestimate of losses. There is,

therefore, no conclusive evidence that adult losses, during the inter-

val between spring and summer trap periods, were very different

from one location to another.
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A second component of spring to summer population changes

was immigration of new adults, with the lowest rates at the Main Grid

and highest rates at the Sisters sites. Again the increased time lag

between trappings suggests an overestimate of immigration at the two

forest-edge grids, and especially at the Main Grid (due to the added

effect of low summer trappability of Main Grid adults) but a short

time lag at the Sisters sites suggests that observed high rates of

immigration are actually underestimates. There was a high negative

correlation between spring population densities and subsequent immi-

gration by adults (r = -.84, n = 8, p<.01) in all but the Sisters sites

(r = -.14, n = 4), indicating that spring numbers have an important

inhibitory influence upon subsequent influx of adults from adjacent

areas, but only at moderate to high resident population densities.

The third component of population flux is the recruitment of

young. It is important to know whether this comes about through

immigration or on-site reproductive success. If we assume that the

tendency of young to enter an area is parallel to, but twice that, of

adults (a conservative estimate), then we have a rough means of

separating these two recruitment components (total young x percent

of adults immigrating x 2 = immigrating young; total young-

immigrating young = young born on site). In general, the proportion

of young added to spring populations through immigration was

higher at Sisters than at the other two sites in spite of the
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time lag between spring and summer trap periods. Recruitment from

within-site reproductive success was much higher at the Main Grid

than at other locations. Thus, the basic picture is one of a higher

proportion of recruitment through reproductive success in the central

po,,ulations and a higher proportion of recruitment through immigra-

tion in peripheral populations. The average reproductive success

over both years at the Main Grid (1.43 young/female) was twice as

high as the forest edge sites or the Sisters sites (.67 and .73 young/

female, respectively).

All spring to summer changes for entire populations were in-

creases, but the amount of increase varied between years. In

general, the proportionate increase over spring population densities

was much greater at the forest edge grids during the second year.

This was apparently due to increased immigration and reproductive

rates which overbalanced increased losses of spring adults in the

second year. The summer increase was less at the Main Grid during

the second year, apparently because of reduced immigration, reduced

reproductive success, and increased losses of spring adults. The

second year summer increase was also less at the Sisters sites,

there due to drastically reduced immigration rates, in spite of a rise

in reproductive success and a reduction in losses of spring adults

(Table 4).
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Events overwinter between the first and second year would also

affect density trends in the several populations, but the components of

change (including death, emigration, and immigration of both young

and adults) are more difficult to assess. Assuming that the percent-

age loss of young best measures the populational trend in death and

dispersal, and that the percentage survival of adults best measures

populational survival and immigration, a ratio of adults surviving to

young lost overwinter may be taken as a measure of the relative

importance of gains versus losses as they determine population

densities the following spring. Thus where adult survival equals

young lost I would predict that gains will equal losses and there will

be no change in population density overwinter. This prediction was

verified at the Main Grid, where the ratio of young losses to adults

surviving was 1.1 and the fall population density (10.65 individuals/

ha) did not change overwinter. At the forest-edge sites, on the other

hand, where the percentage of surviving adults was only one-half the

percentage of young lost, summer populations were correspondingly

reduced by nearly one-half the following spring. But at the Sisters

sites, where the estimated overwinter survival was only one-third of

estimated losses, summer populations were still reduced by only

slightly less than one-half by the following spring. This discrepancy

between predicted and observed trends may result from high immigra-

tion rates. Inspection of trap ranges for individual chipmunks at the
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Sisters sites (especially Site 7) reveals that a majority of supposed

summer residents were actually just moving through the grid, appear-

ing on one side of the grid early in the trapping period and disappear-

ing at the opposite side toward the end of the period.

A final complication of overall patterns is the fact that there

are sexual and age-class differences in patterns of survival and

immigration. Thus two populations having the same initial density,

but having very different sex distributions, may show very different

population trends through time. If we mark populations (cohorts) in

each trap period and follow the proportion of survivors into subse-

quent trap periods (Figs. 5 and 6) we find that females survived

better than males, and adults survived better than young. But within

this overall pattern is a sex difference of even greater interest. At

all but Site 7, the greatest loss from cohorts of adult males occurred

between spring and summer trap periods (oversurnmer) while the

greatest loss from cohorts of adult females occurred between sum-

mer and spring trap periods (overwinter).

The excess oversummer loss of adult males over that of

females may be due both to death and to emigration, but which is

most important? A t-test on data from all chipmunks captured more

than once during a trap period shows that the average distance be-

tween consecutive captures was significantly greater for males (7 =

82 ± 3m, n = 623), than for females = 53 ± 1.5m, n = 589). The
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Figure 5. Percents of young and adult chipmunks of each sex surviv-
ing from one trap period to the next at each study site.
The survival of each population captured (cohort) in each
of the first three trap periods is followed into all subse-
quent trap periods. This survival is measured over two
spring-summer time intervals (0S1 and 0S2) and one
winter time interval (0W1). Average density/ha of all
chipmunks (D) in all four trap periods and the average
percent of adult female losses from the two overwintering
cohorts (L) are indicated for each site.
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Figure 6. Average distance between nearest captures from trap
ranges measured during successive trap periods for male
and female Eutamias amoenus. Vertical lines represent
95 percent confidence limits with sample sizes in paren-
theses above the upper limit.
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average distance between the nearest captures from consecutive trap

periods is a measure of inter-seasonal mobility or shifts in home

range which should be comparable to off-grid "emigration" move-

ments from one season to another. It appears (Fig. 6) that male

shifts in home range were always greater than female shifts, although

sex differences and the average magnitude of shifts were reduced with

increasing trap periods captured (that is, the longer they stayed put

the more put they stayed). In sum, males were more mobile, within

a given season as well as from one season to another, than were

females. If it is increased mobility leading to successful emigration

that accounts for a majority of spring males disappearing, then most

new adults appearing on trapping grids in summer ought to be immi-

grating males from areas outside the grid. But of the 149 unmarked

adults which appeared on summer grids only 61 (41 percent) were

males, Therefore, a higher proportion of oversummer losses in

adult males as compared to females must result from death rather

than from successful emigration. It is possible that one of the costs

of increased male mobility is a higher loss of males to predation.

Of still greater importance, in terms of its affect upon popula-

tion reproductive potentials, was an overwinter loss of adult females

that was greater than the overwinter loss of adult males or the over-

summer loss of adult females. This pattern held for both spring 1

and summer 1 cohorts at all sites except Site 7 (Fig. 5). There,
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oversummer loss was greater for females than for males resulting in

very few females (only 30 percent of the initial number) left to be lost

overwinter. So few summer chipmunks were actually captured at

Site 7 that this result could be a sampling error. Because only 13

females were captured in the first spring at Site 7, only 5 more

recaptured females would have increased oversummer survival by 40

percent to a level consistent with the pattern at other sites. Over all

other sites there was a strong correlation (r = -.97, p<. 01) between

overwinter loss of females and average overall population densities

for all trap periods. Thus high overwinter female losses were pre-

dictive of low overall population densities (or vice versa). One possi-

ble explanation for this survival pattern is as follows:

Lower mobility subjects females less to predation so female

densities are not as greatly reduced oversummer as are male

densities. But in the overwinter period the increased cost of nourish-

ing embryos, and of feeding altricial young in the nest, may lead to

increased female losses if food is in short supply. Food limitation

would be most severe in early spring after winter stores were

depleted. Most of the food obtainable by foraging would have been

picked up and stored the preceding fall. There may be a period

before new food supplies become available (in the form of insects and

herbaceous plants) during which little food may be found. This would

be especially true where food density is generally lower, either due
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to a low density of trees and shrubs producing large seeds which may

be stored (Lost Forest and Cabin Lake), or to snow cover persisting

late into spring (Sisters sites). Relatively low average temperatures

(as at Site 8) may impose an increased thermoregulatory burden which

would bear most heavily on gestating females.

Average Trap Range as a Possible

Index to Food Availability

If food is more limiting at some sites than at others, one might

expect the home ranges to reflect compensatory differences in forag-

ing distances. The evidence for such differences, plotted in the form

of an average for trap ranges of all chipmunks captured more than

once (Fig. 7), must be interpreted with care. Average trap range

does increase with increased home range size but will also increase

with an increase in the average number of captures. Only trends in

average trap ranges which are not parallel with (and, therefore

explainable by) trends in the average number of captures may be

claimed as responses to habitat differences such as food availability.

Several trends in trap ranges were apparent along the environmental

gradient from desert to dense coniferous forest. The largest and

most variable trap ranges were exhibited by least chipmunk males in

shrubsteppe, the smallest and least variable ranges were shown by

Townsend chipmunk females at the edge of the dense coniferous forest.
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Figure 7. Average trap-revealed home ranges of E. amoenus chip-
munks by sex, season, and year at each individual site;
and at combined outer, middle, and inner sites. Because
differences in trap-ranges may result from differences in
the average number of captures per chipmunk, these are
also shown. The affect of differing numbers of captures
may be compensated by calculating the total trap range for
each chipmunk (over all trap periods) and dividing by the
number of captures. Resulting averages are shown for
both sexes. Vertical lines represent the 95 percent confi-
dence limits about each mean.
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Trap ranges of the yellow pine chipmunk ranged between these two

extremes such that ranges were largest at the forest edge, smallest

at the Main Grid, increased again at Sisters Open Site (but to a level

much below that at the forest edge), and decreased again at Sisters

Dense site (but to a level above that at the Main Grid (Fig. 6)). The

largest within-site differences were observed between the two sexes

in the central population. Female trap ranges were much smaller

than male trap ranges, even though females were captured more often

than males. It is important to note that the percentage change in trap

range from the center toward either end of the environmental gradient

was greatest for females, representing a more radical change from

their more sedentary habits at the Main Grid than was exhibited by

males. Thus, if home ranges were being increased to compensate

for lower food density, females were compensating more than males.

If the differences in trap ranges along the gradient are real,

can they really be responses to environmental differences such as

food abundance? The best evidence comes from within-site changes

in trap range from spring to summer or from one year to the next. If

chipmunks range farther when food is scarce than when it is abundant,

one might predict that during the summer, when food is most abun-

dant, trap ranges ought to be smaller than in spring. Just such a

pattern was observed, to a marked degree at the forest edge sites,

somewhat reduced at the Main sites, and disappearing at the Sisters
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grid. Much of the reduction in range from spring to summer may be

attributed to the reduced number of captures in summer. However,

the reduction in trap range was greatest (Site 4) where the reduction

in captures was small.

Comparing results of the first year with those of the second, an

inverse relationship was seen along the environmental gradient, with

increasingly large second year trap ranges observed toward the Sisters

sites. The much higher average numbers of first-year captures per

chipmunk at forest-edge sites may explain the large average trap

ranges. Had equal captures/chipmunk been obtained both years, trap

ranges might have appeared smaller during the first year at those

sites, just as at all other sites. Parallel increases of trap range and

average captures per chipmunk in the second year at the Main Grid

suggest that the real differences in home ranges may not have been as

great as the data suggest. Finally, home ranges increased at the

inner sites during the second year in spite of fewer captures per chip-

munk, leaving us in doubt only as to how large the real increase in

home range may have been from the first to the second year.

It could be argued that the changes in trap ranges reflect only

changes in population density. In fact trap ranges do tend to vary

inversely with population density (Figs. 2 and 6). It is difficult to

know whether these two patterns are causally related (with increased

population density forcing a decrease in average home ranges) or are
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correlated responses to the same variations in environmental sever-

ity. Again the first to second year patterns are revealing. On the

Main Grid, where population densities rose to the highest observed

levels by the second year, the trend toward increased home ranges in

the second year still persists. The trend also persists at the Sisters

sites, even though population densities did not appreciably change,

again demonstrating that home range size may depend more upon

factors such as available food supply than upon population density.

Average Body Weights as Possible Indices

to Environmental Severity

That changes in population density and home range may be re-

lated to environmental severity is further indicated by correlated

changes in adult body weights along the transect from desert to forest.

The general patterns were for: (1) females to weigh more than males,

with the difference increasing toward the coniferous forest end of the

transect; and (2) average body weight of both sexes to be higher in the

peripheral and peripherally-isolated populations than in the central

population (Fig. 8). The reduction in average weight from outer to

middle sites was greatest for spring males (-6.4 g in contrast to

-4.5 g for females). The increase in average weight from middle to

inner sites was greatest for females (+9.0 g in contrast to +5.7 g for

males).
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Figure 8. Average weights of adult E. amoenus males and females in
one spring and two summer trap periods at each site or
combination of sites (pregnant females not included).
Vertical lines represent the 95 percent confidence limits
about each mean. Arrows indicate weight changes from
one summer to the next.
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To some extent these differences may be genetically determined;

for example, adult Lost Forest chipmunks were always significantly

larger than adult Cabin Lake chipmunks, even though the environment

is more similar for these two than for any other pair of populations.

Yet significant changes in average adult weights from spring to sum-

mer and from one summer to the next demonstrate great flexibility in

body weight. Expressed in terms of summer recovery from de-

pressed spring weights, this flexibility was greatest at the Main Grid.

The possible adaptive significance of these weight differences will be

considered in the discussion.

Chipmunk Behavior

Chipmunk behavior was observed at the three outer sites (Lost

Forest, Cabin Lake, and the Main Grid); vegetation was too dense to

permit observations on the Sisters' population. The behavioral data

thus obtained permit analyses at several levels of resolution. It is

perhaps best to begin with an examination of trends in overall activity

patterns for the three populations, to be followed by corresponding

trends in activity budgeting and habitat orientation.

Levels and Distribution of Activity

After an adjustment for unequal observation times, both the

percentage of time chipmunks were in sight and the percentage
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distribution of activity through all times, temperatures, or weather

categories may provide insight into population activity patterns. The

combined data for all sites (Fig. 9C and D) reveal little variation in

activity levels or percentage distribution of activity with changes in

temperature. The average level of activity was highest at the Main

Grid, reflecting high population density, and lower at Cabin Lake than

at Lost Forest, reflecting the high proportion of stormy weather and/

or a less propitious placement of the Cabin Lake observation tower.

The distribution of activity with temperature was rather different

among the three sites (Fig. 9D). Lost Forest and Main site chip-

munks showed peaks in the 5 - 10°C and 20 - 25°C ranges. Cabin

Lake chipmunks dropped from a small peak below freezing to a low in

the same 0 - 10°C range where the other two populations were highest.

They then distributed a greater proportion of their total activities

into the 15 - 25°C range than did the Lost Forest or Main Grid popu-

lations.

Levels of activity were much more strongly influenced by time

of day than by temperature. Pooled data from all sites reveal two

peaks of activity with the afternoon peak the highest (Fig. 9A). All

three sites showed an increase in the proportion of activity through

the first two time periods, but this increase persisted into the third

period at Cabin Lake, putting the rest of the Cabin Lake curve one

time period out of phase with the other two sites (Fig. 9B). The
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Figure 9. Activity levels and distribution of activity by three chip-
munk populations in each time interval and temperature
range over all weather categories. Activity level is
measured by the percent of total 5-sec intervals spent on
the tower during which chipmunks were in sight. Activity
distribution is measured by the corrected percent (see
text) of total behavioral observations which were recorded
in each time interval or temperature range (exclusive of
temperature ranges which did not occur at all sites).
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afternoon peak in activity at Lost Forest was reached two hours

earlier than at the Main Grid and four hours earlier than at Cabin

Lake, thus putting a higher proportion of Lost Forest "active" time

into early hours and a lower proportion into the later hours.

In Figure 10 weather has been divided into six broad categories,

the first showing the effect of wind when the sun was out and the last

four showing the effect of wind and precipitation when the sun was

clouded over. Over all sites there was a clear pattern of reduced

activity as weather conditions became cooler, wetter, and/or windier.

Note that when the sun was out increasing wind only slightly reduced

activity, but when the sun was behind clouds the same increase in

wind may have caused activity to be reduced by more than one-half.

This is consistent with field observations that during high winds on

cloudy days chipmunk movements became noticeably quick and ner-

vous. At a sudden gust of wind all chipmunks went on stationary

alert as quickly as when a predatory bird passed overhead. Compari-

sons between individual sites should be made cautiously because of

small sample sizes in several categories. It does appear (Fig. 10B)

that distribution of activity at Cabin Lake was more strongly influ-

enced by clouding, and then by rising wind, than was activity distribu-

tion at the other two grids

To this point I have discussed temperature and weather as if

they acted independently. In fact, both are correlated with time of
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Figure 10. Levels and distribution of activity by the three populations
in six weather categories over all times and temperatures.
Categories involving precipitation are not included in the
totals for activity distribution as these conditions did not
occur during the observation period at Lost Forest. The
categories are numbered to represent increasing severity
of weather as follows: 1) sun out, wind less than 10 mph;
2) sun out, wind greater than 10 mph; 3) cloudy, wind
less than 10 mph; 4) cloudy, wind greater than 10 mph;
5) cloudy, wind less than 10 mph, not precipitating; and
6) cloudy, wind greater than 10 mph, precipitating.
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day such that all three factors affect activity in an integrated way.

The greater sensitivity of Cabin Lake chipmunks to cloudiness and

then to wind may reflect the fact that these conditions occurred under

much cooler temperatures at Cabin Lake than at the other sites. The

majority of tower time at Lost Forest and the Main site (81 and 70

percent, respectively) was spent during typical sunny days when

temperatures typically built up from low early morning temperatures

to high afternoon temperatures. Under those conditions chipmunks

appeared to put a higher proportion of their activity into early morn-

ing and low temperatures than they did at Cabin Lake where most

tower time (69 percent) fell on days that were cold, windy and often

wet.

Given the strong two-peak cycle of activity with time of day, and

the fact that temperature varied directly with time of day, one might

expect a stronger correlation between activity and temperature. The

unexpectedly low correlation may be explained in the following way.

There was generally an early morning rise in activity that was

strongly correlated with time and rising temperatures. But following

the early morning peak, activity dropped off, no matter what the

temperature, and then built up to a second (usually higher) peak in the

afternoon. Temperature then dropped back down through the same

lower ranges in which activity levels were so high in the morning, but

this time activity levels were rapidly falling off.
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It would be a mistake to conclude that temperature was unimpor-

tant. Activity may drop off slowly from the afternoon peak until the

first rapid drop in temperature which occurs as the sun leaves the

ground, then activity drops precipitously to very low levels, even

though temperature and light intensity may remain for another 2 hrs

at levels which correspond with high morning levels of activity.

Further, while the two peak cycle persists on cold as well as warm

days, cooler temperatures may depress the height and delay or ad-

vance the exact timing of activity peaks.

A further complication is the modifying influence of weather

upon activity levels at different times and temperatures. For exam-

ple, I felt that the late peak in morning activity at Cabin Lake might

well be due to bad weather during the first 6 days on the tower. Data

gathered only on days entirely without wind or clouds at Cabin Lake

(October 1, 2, and 3) and Lost Forest (October 7 and 9) revealed much

higher levels of activity on good weather days, again demonstrating

the depressive effect of weather upon activity levels, but the unusual

activity peak at Cabin Lake failed to disappear. In fact, it was magni-

fied almost five fold (Fig. 11A).

Different temperature regimes might explain the difference if

temperatures rose more slowly at Cabin Lake, such that the later

activity peak corresponded with the same temperature range as the

earlier peak at Lost Forest. But average temperatures were the
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Figure 11. Activity levels and distribution of activity by Lost Forest
and Cabin Lake chipmunks only during good weather (sun
out, no wind).
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same for both sites at the very time that activity levels were most

different (Fig. 11B). Small sample sizes from the only good weather

days might increase the possibility that the overall difference

occurred by chance. But due to high levels of activity, more than

half of all observations obtained at both Cabin Lake and Lost Forest

(3925 and 3929 observations, respectively) were made on those few

days. Neither could the difference be attributed to differing propor-

tions of sexes sampled at the two sites, since the numbers of obser-

vations on males and females were nearly equal at both sites. Thus

we are left with a very real difference in activity timing between two

sites which cannot be explained by imrxiediate effects of weather,

time, temperature, or sample sizes.

There remain two possible explanations for the difference. One

is that the difference is genetic and represents small scale evolu-

tionary adjustments by local populations to their different environ-

mental regimes. The peripherally-isolated population should show

one pattern; the other two populations, separated from each other by

a distance of only 5 km, should show another pattern. In the present

case the two most distant sites show the common pattern, essentially

ruling out the evolutionary argument.

A more likely explanation lies in a temporal influence of

weather. Days spent on the tower at Cabin Lake were preceded by a

week-long stretch of cold, windy, wet weather. Weeks preceding
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observations at the other two sites were clear and warm, sometimes

windy. It may be that Cabin Lake chipmunks were compensating for

a long period of restricted activity by persisting in their activity later

in the morning to abnormally high levels, and then, after the usual

dropoff, building back up to another abnormally high peak in the after-

noon. This is reflected in the relationship between activity and tem-

perature (Fig. 8B), where Cabin Lake chipmunks showed a higher

proportion of activity in the lowest and highest temperature ranges

than was seen at the other two sites. Lost Forest and Main Grid

activity patterns may best be explained as a response to a "pre-

history" of clear and warm days by which more activity is distributed

into earlier time periods with cooler temperatures, thereby avoiding

the afternoon heat. This tendency was accentuated on clear days at

Lost Forest (Fig. 10C and D) where the proportion of activity distrib-

uted into the 25 - 30°C range dropped from 20 to 5 percent. Though

reduced, the persistence of activity into the 30 - 350C range (Fig. 9C)

might be taken as evidence that the chipmunks were not really avoid-

ing high temperatures. Field notes showed, however, that activity

was increasingly restricted to shaded ground at higher temperatures.

For example, on the first day of observation at Lost Forest I found

that most activity was in the shrubs at the edge of my field of vision.

I moved the tower into the area of greatest activity and left to allow

the chipmunks to recover from the disturbance, not returning until the
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hot afternoon. Then all the activity was in very open ground under

the tall, dense trees where the tower had been. I had never seen

chipmunks active there before and concluded that my moving the

tower had made the difference. As the afternoon progressed, how-

ever, the dense shade shifted from underneath the trees toward my

tower and the chipmunks moved their center of activity accordingly.

When the shade finally reached the tower, the center of activity was

directly under the tower in spite of my presence.

Budgeting of Activities

Behavioral observations at the three drier sites also provided

information on time budgeting of activities as affected by sex differ-

ences, time of day, temperature range, and weather conditions. It is

of interest to know how changes in these factors may influence changes

in behavior at a given site. However, the primary concern of the

following analysis will be to summarize between-site differences

representing populational behavioral adaptations, some of which may

involve genetic adaptation to differential selective pressures oper-

ating in the different habitats.

My approach to budgeting of activities considers the percentage

distribution of all observations into each of five major behavior cate-

gories, determining how this distribution was affected by proximate

factors (such as time of day), and comparing these effects between
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sites (Figs. 12 and 13). The confidence limits were generated from

a formula for binomial approximations to the normal distribution

(Snedecor and Cochran, 1967). Where the confidence limits of con-

trasted percentages do not overlap, a chi-square test would indicate

a real difference at the 95 percent confidence level. However, such

tests assume that if the observations were duplicated there would be

little variation between samples, an unlikely assumption for behavioral

data. Partitioning all observations into sets of 200 each and aver-

aging over all such sets in specified site, sex, time, and temperature

categories permitted t-tests of some of the same percentage differ-

ences already subjected to chi-square tests, this time assessing the

influence of variation among samples. This alternative procedure

has limitations of its own. The variables are discrete rather than

continuous and the samples are not really replicates from the same

population; thus two assumptious underlying t-tests are partly vio-

lated. Each "observation" on a given site, sex, and temperature has

been derived from one to many individuals, perhaps observed over

more than one day, under different times and weather conditions.

Averages of such observations would be expected to have high associ-

ated variances, possibly leading to the statistical rejection of a large

proportion of biologically real differences. When t-tests were applied

to differences in the number of social interactions observed between

the Main Grid and forest-edge sites (differences almost certain to be
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Figure 12. Percent of active time spent food handling and foraging
according to sex (over all times of day, temperature
ranges, and weather conditions), time of day (over both
sexes and all temperature ranges but only in good
weather), temperature (over both sexes and all tempera-
ture ranges but only in good weather), and two weather
categories (over both sexes, all time intervals, and all
temperature ranges). Time intervals are early - dawn
to four hours past dawn (PD), mid-day - four to 8 hrs
PD, and late - 8 hrs PD until dark. The temperature
ranges are cool - less than 0°C to 10oC, moderate - 11 oC

to 20°C, and warm - 21°C to 35°C. "Good" weather
refers to sun out, no wind. Horizontal lines represent
the 95 percent confidence limits calculated from a bi-
nomial approximation to normal distribution (Snedecor
and Cochran 1965).
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Figure 13. Percent of active time spent in protection, positive social
interactions, and maintenance behavior.
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real due to high population densities at the Main Grid), the prob-

ability of a greater difference by chance was usually .20 or less,

even with small sample sizes. For this reason, and in order to avoid

the rejection of a disproportionate number of real differences, .20 is

used as the critical level for assessing statistical significance. In

the final analysis, the greatest confidence will be placed in differ-

ences judged significant by both tests (Table 5) and which make bio-

logical sense in the ecological context within which they occur.

Statistical considerations are discussed in more detail in Appendix B.

The overall distribution of behavior was quite similar among

the three sites, averaging 50 percent foraging, 20 percent food

handling, 15 percent protection, 9 percent maintenance, and 6 percent

social interactions. However, the similar overall percentages were

obtained through responses (by each sex and at different times and

temperatures) which were very different from one site to the next.

Major Differences in Activity Budgeting between Sites

For the comparisons discussed below, differences judged sig-

nificant by a chi-square test may be verified by reference to Figure 12

(foraging, food handling) or 13 (protection, positive social inter-

actions, maintenance). Any of those same differences which were

also judged significant by a t-test may be verified by referring to

Table 4. A comparison between sites (without removing the effects of
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TABLE 5. RESULTS OF T-TESTS ON DIFFERENCES IN ACTIVITY BUDGETING JUDGED SIGNIFICANT BY
BOTH CHI-SQUARE AND T-TESTS.

Behavior Contrasted Categoriesa
Difference

(%)

Standard
Error

of Difference

Probability
of Greater
Difference
by Chance

(200
observations
per sample)

CL female > LF female 12.0 7.0 <.20 10

male > female 7.6 2.4 <.05 63
MG male > MG female 10.8 4.8 <.05 26

LF mid-day > CL mid-day 25.6 6.8 <.01 12

Foraging LF mid-day > MG mid-day 25.2 6.5 <.01 II
lo CL female > lo LF female 34.2 10.8 <.20 3

lo CL female > lo MG female 27.0 7.4 <.05 8

hi CL female > hi CL female 8.4 4.2 <.20 4
hi CL female > hi MG female 20.9 13.7 <.20 6

CL > MG 5.4 3.4 <.20 59
CL female > LF female 8.7 4.0 <.10 10

Food late CL > late LF 7.6 5.4 <.20 21

Handling
late CL > late MG 7.6 5.2 <.20 25

late CL male > late MG male 19.7 7.2 <.05 12

lo CL female > lo MG female 8.0 5.4 <.20 29
hi CL > hi MG 9.0 6.5 <.20 6

LF > CL 6.6 3.5 <.10 62
LF > MG 7.5 3.2 <.05 62

LF female > LF male 10.0 4.4 <.05 10

early LF > early CL 8.5 5.1 <.20 26
early LF > early MG 14.2 4.9 <.01 25

mid-day CL > mid-day LF 17.2 6.5 <.05 12

Protection mid-clay CL > mid-day MG 10.2 6.3 <.20 13

late LF > late CL 18.5 6.8 <.05 21

late LF > late MG 15.3 6.6 <.05 22
lo LF male > lo CL 7.0 4.8 <.20 9

lo LF > lo MG 8.0 4.0 <.10 24
hi LF female > hi CL female 8.4 3.8 <.20 4
hi LF female > hi MG female 6.0 2.8 <.20 6

MF > LF 8.9 1.6 <.01 59
MG male > LF male 6.0 2.0 <. 05 24

Positive MG female > LF female 5.6 4.0 <.20 18

Social
early MG > early LF 15.3 4.3 <.01 25

Interactions early MG> early CL 14.6 6.0 <.01 25
lo MG > lo LF 9.8 4.5 <.05 24

med MG > med LF 9.5 4.3 <.05 14

hi MG > hi LF 6.5 2.2 <.10 21

LF male > CL male 6.8 3.6 <. 10 27
LF male > MG male 7.6 3.8 <. 10 24

female > male 5.9 2.4 <.05 63
MG female > MG male 8.3 3.1 <.05 26

Maintenance early LF > early CL 8.3 5.0 <.20 26
early LF > early MG 11.0 2.8 <.05 25

lo LF female > lo CL female 23.8 3.1 <.10 4
lo LF female > lo MG female 16.0 7.0 <.10 8

hi MG > hi LF 5.6 3.1 < .10 14

aAbbreviations are CL for Cabin Lake, LF for Lost Forest, MG for Main Grid; and lo, med, hi for low,
medium, and high temperatures.
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sex, time or temperature) showed Cabin Lake chipmunks foraging and

food handling significantly more than Main Grid chipmunks. In a

similar comparison between Cabin Lake and Lost Forest chipmunks

only Cabin Lake females foraged and handled food significantly more.

Consistent with high population densities, Main Grid chipmunks

exhibited significantly more social interactions in nearly all cate-

gories.

Differences in Activity Budgeting between Sexes

There appears to have been little difference in the budgeting of

activities between sexes except that males foraged more than females

and females evidenced more maintenance behavior than males. The

lowest percentage of female foraging and the highest percentage of

female maintenance (suggesting low stress) was observed at the Main

Grid where overall female survival was highest (Fig. 3). The only

other significant sex difference was a greater proportion of protective

behavior by females in the population where protection was already

highest - Lost Forest.

Site Differences in Activity Budgets as Influenced by Time of Day

The effects of different daylight periods or temperature ranges

upon differences in activity budgeting from one site to another were

assessed using only those observations made under sunlit conditions

(removing synergistic effects of weather). The factor which most
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influenced the direction and significance of between-site contrasts

was time of day. The greatest morning (dawn to 4 hrs past dawn) to

mid-day (4 to 8 hrs past dawn) changes occurred at Lost Forest such

that morning levels were lower and mid-day levels significantly higher

than at Cabin Lake or the Main Grid. Foraging did not drop off in the

afternoon (8 hrs past dawn to dark) at Cabin Lake as it did at the other

sites. Food handling was also higher at Cabin Lake than at the other

two sites, both early and late in the day (especially among males in

the afternoon). In the mornings protective behavior showed a sharp

decreasing gradient from Lost Forest toward the Main Grid. At mid-

day Cabin Lake chipmunks showed higher protection than Lost Forest

chipmunks, but by afternoon protection was again highest at Lost

Forest. Social interactions were higher at the Main Grid than at the

other two sites throughout the day, even though the total percentage

of encounters was reduced during mid-day at the Main Grid. Although

social interactions were consistently less frequent at Lost Forest and

Cabin Lake, the percentages increased through the day at both sites

(Fig. 13). Percentages of maintenance behavior at the two most dis-

tant sites showed counter trends, increasing through the day at the

Main Grid and radically decreasing through the day at Lost Forest.

This diurnal pattern of change in maintenance behavior at Lost Forest

was almost reciprocal to the pattern described earlier for foraging,
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suggesting that when Lost Forest chipmunks reduce their foraging

they proportionately increase maintenance behaviors, and vice versa.

Site Differences in Activity Budgets as Influenced by Temperature

The effects of temperature cannot be entirely separated from

the effects of time, but in general temperature appears to be of lesser

importance. At cool (<0-10°C) and moderate (11-20°C) temperatures

there was a gradient of increasing foraging from Lost Forest to the

Main Grid, parallel to the gradient already described for early times

of day, when most lower temperatures occurred (Fig. 12). Main

Grid foraging dropped off steeply at warmer temperatures (>20°C)

while peaking at the other two sites, especially among Cabin Lake

females. Food handling appeared little affected by temperature

except for higher food handling by Cabin Lake chipmunks (significantly

higher than on the Main Grid at low temperatures and significantly

higher than at Lost Forest at high temperatures). The percentages of

protective behavior at Lost Forest were significantly higher than for

1) Cabin Lake males at cool temperatures, 2) all Main Grid chip-

munks at cool temperatures, and 3) females at both Cabin Lake and

the Main Grid during warm temperatures. Social interactions com-

posed a greater percentage of total activities for Main Grid chip-

munks in all temperature ranges, especially in comparison to Lost

Forest chipmunks. Maintenance behavior increased with temperature
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(and through the day) at the Main Grid while varying inversely with

temperature at Lost Forest (Fig. 13). Consequently, at low tempera-

tures Lost Forest females showed significantly more maintenance than

either Cabin Lake or Main Grid females; but at warm temperatures

all Main Grid chipmunks showed significantly more maintenance than

Lost Forest chipmunks.

Site Differences in Activity Budgeting as Influenced by Weather

The affect of weather upon activity was investigated in less

detail, looking only at "good" and "poor" weather out of a large num-

ber of possible weather categories. "Poor" weather may have been

largely cloudy but otherwise pleasant at one site, cold and rainy and

therefore much more severe at another site. T-tests were not run on

differences in these categories. The percentage of foraging appeared

to increase from Lost Forest toward the Main Grid in good weather.

The poor weather effect was in reverse and more pronounced, with a

higher average level of foraging which was drastically reduced toward

the Main Grid. Thus forest-edge chipmunks foraged more in poor

weather while Main Grid chipmunks foraged less. Food handling

appeared little changed by poor weather, except for a reduction at the

Main Grid. Protection was higher at Lost Forest and Cabin Lake in

good weather, higher at the Main Grid in poor weather. Social inter-

actions increased toward the Main Grid in both weather categories but
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tended to be higher in poor weather. The percentage of active time

given over to maintenance was higher in poor weather with the

greatest such effect observed at the Main Grid.

Site Differences in the Budgeting of Specified Activity Patterns

The foregoing analysis of activity budgeting was on the five

major behavior categories. It should be recognized that even if the

percent of time spent in a given behavior category were no different

from one population to another, the amount of time spent in specific

activities could still be very different (Table 6). The overall percent

of time spent foraging was the same for all sites, but Cabin Lake

chipmunks randomly searched more and ran less than at the other two

sites.

In the food handling category, Lost Forest chipmunks fed,

gathered and stored about equally, where Cabin Lake chipmunks fed,

gathered, and pit cached. Main Grid chipmunks spent most of their

time packing food into their cheek pouches and then storing or pit-

caching it, but did relatively little feeding.

Protective behavior, already shown to be highest at Lost Forest,

differed qualitatively as well as quantitatively from protective be-

havior at other sites. Along the series from Lost Forest toward the

Main Grid there was an increase in stationary alerts and a reduction

in flights. Protection through alarm vocalizations was much higher

at Lost Forest than at the other two sites.
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TABLE 6. PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES
WITHIN EACH OF FIVE MAJOR CATEGORIES OF
BEHAVIOR.

Behavior Site
Major Category Specific Activity Main

Grid
Cabin
Lake

Lost
Fore st

random searching 81 87 80
Foraging running 14 8 13

climbing 3 5 4

feeding 9 38 34
gathering 27 40 32

Food Handling storing 6 1 27
pit caching 25 18 0

packing (in mouth) 30 0 4

flight 7 8 10

Protection stationary alerts 89 85 60
alarm vocalizations 2 5 28

Social Inter-
actions

Maintenance

chasing
fighting
sexual
approach
nosing

grooming
resting

aggressive

non-
aggressive

33
53}

86
54}

67
13

45
4

14 26
1 12 0 31 4 50
2 17 20

49

65
34

61
38

40
60
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Positive social interactions reflected increasing population

densities toward the Main Grid. Sexual activities, approaches, and

nosing were reduced; chasing and fighting were increased. The per-

cent of social behavior comprised by fighting at the Main Grid was

over twice that at Cabin Lake and eight times that at Lost Forest. In

general, aggressive interactions increased from 49 percent at Lost

Forest to 86 percent at the Main Grid while non-aggressive inter-

actions decreased from 50 to 12 percent along the same series.

In the maintenance category, Lost Forest chipmunks rested

more and groomed less than did chipmunks at Cabin Lake or the Main

Grid.

Protection Activities. In light of their possible implications to

survival and fitness, protective behaviors were analyzed in greater

detail than were other activities (Table 7). Comparing all sites, pro-

tection was highest at Lost Forest and lowest at the Main Grid. This

general pattern persisted regardless of sex, time, or temperature.

In poor weather, on the other hand, it appears that protection was

greater at the Main Grid than at the two forest-edge sites.

Within this overall pattern there were differences with sex,

time, and temperature. Protective behavior was highest for females

at Lost Forest and highest for males at the other two sites (especially

at Cabin Lake). Thus the reduction in percentage of protection from

Lost Forest to the other two sites was sharpest for females. Only at



TABLE 7. STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF BETWEEN-SITE DIFFERENCES IN THE PROPORTION OF PROTECTIVE BEHAVIOR AS
INFLUENCED BY SEX, TIME OF DAY, TEMPERATURE RANGE AND WEATHER CONDITIONS.

Classification
Category

Sample Sizes and Percent
Protective Behavior Chi-Square Test Resultsa

Lost Cabin Main
Forest Lake Grid

Lost Forest
versus

Main Grid

Lost Forest
versus

Cabin Lake

Main Grid
versus

Cabin Lake

n fro er
0 ri 0+0

60
2

X2
0; 2

All 5-sec observations 6912 19 6050 14 6150 12 LF 7 127 LF 5 67 CL 2

All male 2354 16 3380 13 2583 12 LF 4 16 LF 3 10 CL 1 1

All female 1123 19 939 10 2724 11 LF 8 42 LF 9 32 MG 1 1

Early (0-4 hours pd )b 3199 22 824 14 1469 7 LF 16 168 LF 8 27
*

CL 7 33
Mid-day (4-8 hours) 1115 5 1284 22 661 6 MG 1 2 CL 17 148, CL 16 80
Late (8-12 hours) 1224 32 1878 10 1064 13 LF 19 117 ** LF 22 MG 3 6,
Morning (0-6 hours) 3505 21 1915 17 1469 7 LF 14 145, LF 3 CL 10 83
Afternoon (6-12 hours) 1903 21 2076 12 1725 10 LF 11 85 LF q 56 CL 2 4

Cool (<0°C-10°C) 1677 19 986 15 1452 6 LF 13 121 LF 4 8 CL 9 55,,,,
Moderate (11°C-20°C) 1716 25 1515 18 418 9 LF 16 52 LF 8 30 CL 8
Warm (11°C-25°C) 2285 30 3005 15 1420 12 LF 19 171: LF 16 189,

.

CL 3 7'
Hot (21°C-35°C) 2145 19 1490 12 1324 12 LF 7 29' LF 7 30 CL 0 0

Poor weatherc 1374 13 2059 12 2956 16 MF 3 7 LF 1 0 MG 4 12

aSite with greatest amount of protective behavior, the percent difference, chi-square value, significance.
bTotals for each time span or temperature range includes observations on both sexes only during good weather (sun out, wind

0-10 mph).
cTotals include observations on both sexes at all times and temperatures.
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mid-day was protective behavior lower at Lost Forest than at the

other two sites. The increment to greater protection at Lost Forest

was more pronounced 1) in the afternoon than it was in the morning,

and 2) with increasing temperatures up to 25°C. Beyond 25°C the

same contrasts were less different, due to a drop in the percentage of

protection at all sites, with the greatest drop at Lost Forest and least

drop at the Main Grid. Through all temperature ranges protection

was higher at Cabin Lake than at the Main Grid, but the difference

steadily decreased with increasing temperature.

Habitat Orientation

General Patterns of Orientation to Habitat Structures

Orientation to structural habitat features was similar among the

three populations, averaging -5 for open ground (i.e., the "structure"

was 5 times more prevalent than were behavioral associations with

the structure), +12 for stumps or logs (i.e., behavioral associations

with the structure were 12 times more frequent than expected by

chance encounter), +1 for shrubs, +4 for rocks, +22 for trees and +7

for slash piles (Figs. 14 and 15). In spite of similarities, between-

site differences in habitat orientation were generally greater than the

differences in activity budgeting (Figs. 12 and 13). Each habitat

feature will be discussed in turn, first relating overall patterns and

then qualifying these with variations resulting from differences in sex,
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Figure 14. Orientation to open ground, shrubs, rocks and slash piles
by three chipmunk populations according to sex, time of
day, temperature range, and weather conditions. The
index is calculated by subtracting the percent of behaviors
observed at a structure from the percent cover by that
structure and then dividing by the smaller of the two.
Limits around each point were obtained by following the
same procedure for upper and lower confidence limits
for the percent of total activities alloted to each category.
There were no rocks observed around the Lost Forest
tower.
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Figure 15. Orientation to stumps/logs and trees shown by the
three chipmunk populations.
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time, temperature and weather. The discussion will be simpler if

we can speak of positive indices as a measure of the intensity with

which chipmunks actively "seek out" a structure and negative indices

as the intensity with which chipmunks actively "avoid" a structure,

recognizing that no proof of selective mechanisms has actually been

demonstrated.

Open Ground. Open ground was always actively avoided, more

so at Cabin Lake and least so at Lost Forest (Fig. 14). For the most

part, the apparent effects of time and temperature were correlated.

During early morning and at low temperatures avoidance of open

ground increased from the Main Grid toward Lost Forest. At midday

and at moderate temperatures avoidance of the open became least at

Lost Forest, a pattern persisting late into the day and at higher tem-

peratures. The only exception to a parallel relationship between time

and temperature was at the Main Grid, where avoidance of open areas

was four times stronger at midday than at moderate temperatures.

This may result from a low correlation between time and temperature

on several cloudy days during which temperature varied but little from

dawn to dusk.

Variations in avoidance of open areas may partly result from

variations in activity budgeting which may in turn depend upon time of

day, temperature, or weather. Most foraging was done in the open or

at shrubs. Thus, open areas were least avoided when percent
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foraging was highest. This occurred at the Main Grid in the morning

but at Lost Forest from midday on. Also, percent foraging was much

reduced at the Main Grid in poor weather resulting in greater avoid-

ance of open ground. These circumstances were reversed at Lost

Forest, perhaps as a means of avoiding high temperatures on sunny

days. There chipmunks showed the highest percent foraging in poor

weather, corresponding to the least avoidance of open ground.

Stumps and Logs. Stumps and logs were strongly selected

during all activities. These structures, along with rocks, were

highly favored places for food handling, maintenance, and protection.

When percentages of these activities were higher (corresponding to

lowered percents foraging) orientation to stumps and logs was also

higher. Thus females, in performing more protective and mainte-

nance activities than males at the Main Grid and Lost Forest, also

showed higher orientation to stumps and logs. At Cabin Lake however,

male orientation to stumps and logs was 45 times stronger than female

orientation. This must partly be due to a higher percent of female

foraging than at other sites but may also result from an apparent

reluctance of females to approach the few stumps and logs in their

very exposed locations at Cabin Lake. If they did visit the exposed

stumps and logs they did not remain as long as males.

The fact that selection of stumps and logs tended to be highest at

Cabin Lake and lowest at the Main Grid, at all times and in the first
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two temperature ranges, points up a limitation of the orientation

index. If the percent cover of a structure is 1 percent in one seen

area and 20 percent in another the maximum possible orientation

indices are +99 and +5, respectively. Even if the populations in both

areas have equal innate preferences for the structure, the second

population is limited in its opportunity to associate with the structure

more often than was expected through chance encounters. Thus the

generally high orientation to stumps and logs at Cabin Lake may be

related to the very low cover of stumps and logs (0.2%), affording that

population a greater opportunity to demonstrate positive orientation

than the Main Grid population (4.5% cover).

At high temperatures there was a precipitous drop in associa-

tion with stumps and logs at Cabin Lake (to absolutely no observations

of chipmunks at those structures) paralleled by a lesser drop at Lost

Forest (12 times less positive). At the Main Grid, however, there

was a 6-fold increase in selection of stumps and logs. At the forest

edge sites the lowered orientation indices may reflect avoidance of

direct sunlight at high temperatures. Stumps and logs at Cabin Lake

were never shaded and only a small proportion were shaded at any one

time at Lost Forest. At the Main Grid the high density of trees and

shrubs noticeably reduced air movement from that at forest-edge

sites, especially at ground level. There increased search for stumps

and logs at high temperatures may reflect a preference for high,
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shaded perches where there would be better exposure to cooling

breezes.

Orientation to stumps and logs was generally highest when per-

cents maintenance and protection were high and percent foraging was

low. This occurred during bad weather at the Main Grid and Cabin

Lake, good weather at Lost Forest.

Rocks. Selection of rocks at the Main Grid and Cabin Lake also

seemed related to thermal stresses. It was high in early hours and

at low temperatures, with chipmunks actively seeking out sunlit

patches and warming rocks. At midday and high temperatures the

dark rocks frequently became uncomfortably warm for me to walk

upon, even with shoes. Not surprisingly, chipmunk orientation to

rocks was then reduced drastically at Cabin Lake where none of the

rocks were shaded. Orientation increased again during late hours but

not to morning levels. With a change to poor weather, rock orienta-

tion did not change at the Main Grid but increased 10-fold at Cabin

Lake. Orientation to rocks could not be measured at Lost Forest as

there were no rocks in the observed area.

Shrubs. Shrubs were approached more nearly at random than

any other habitat feature. There were no apparent sex differences

and the only major change with time or temperature was a 2-fold

increase in orientation toward Lost Forest shrubs at midday and high

temperatures. A "bare foot" test revealed that even the diffuse shade
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of shrubs substantially reduces the discomfort caused by hot sands in

the middle of warm, sunny days. Chipmunks at forest-edge sites also

increased their orientation toward shrubs in poor weather.

Trees. In order to interpret orientation to trees (Fig. 14) it

should be noted that in moving through an area, a chipmunk encoun-

tered tree trunks, not tree crowns, so only percents cover by tree

trunks were used in calculation of the orientation index. However, if

a chipmunk climbed a tree he had the entire crown in which to forage

and could easily spend an amount of time there entirely dispropor-

tionate to the basal area of the trunk. The tendency to do this appears

to have been dependent upon tree height, being highest at Cabin Lake

where pines were no more than 15 m tall with crown bases seldom

more than 3 m off the ground. Orientation to trees was second

highest at Lost Forest where most pines were over 20 m tall. There,

most tree foraging was in the few small pines at the edge of the

visible area. Tall pines, if used at all, were mostly used for resting

or grooming on the lower branches. At the Main Grid where orienta-

tion to trees was lowest, cone-bearing trees were over 30 m tall,

with lower branches at least 20 m off the ground. Chipmunks were

never observed foraging in the crowns of tall trees and were seen to

ascend the trunks part way only during chases. Chipmunks were more

frequently observed in association with smaller saplings but again
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were mostly involved in social interactions rather than foraging, per-

haps because small trees bore few cones.

Averaged over all sites male orientation was at least 11 times

more positive toward trees than that of females. However, there was

a gradient in the extent of the sexual difference with the difference

greatest at Lost Forest to non-existent at the Main Grid. The

strongest orientation to trees in early hours and cool temperatures

was seen at Lost Forest, the same site where the lowest indices were

seen during late hours and high temperatures. At Cabin Lake, tree

orientation became highest at midday and high temperatures, slightly

less late and at moderate temperatures. In general Main Grid chip-

munks showed increasing orientation to trees through the day and with

increasing temperature, with the exception of a negative orientation

at moderate temperatures (most of which occurred at that site on a

cloudy, windy day). Orientation toward trees during poor weather

was reduced, from an average of +25 to an average of +6 over all

three sites.

Slash Piles. Over all times and temperatures, orientation to

slash piles (Fig. 14) was +30 at Cabin Lake, +3 at Lost Forest and

neutral at the Main Grid. This was at least partly due to the unavail-

ability of stumps and logs at Cabin Lake. Females oriented toward

slash piles twice as strongly as males at Cabin Lake, four times as

strongly as males at Lost Forest. Orientation toward slash piles
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tended to increase through the day and with higher temperatures

(escaping the heat of direct sun? ) at all sites. The greatest observed

change in slash pile orientation at Cabin Lake was a reduction from

+35 to +24 in poor weather. At Lost Forest the same weather change

was associated with an increase in orientation to slash piles (+2 to +8).

Interactions between Activity Budgeting and Habitat Orientation

It soon becomes apparent that a chipmunk's position may

markedly affect the activities it performs and, conversely, that what

a chipmunk is doing may have much to do with where it is. It is

important to understand these interactions between activity budgeting

and habitat orientation, even though which is cause and which effect

may be difficult to determine.

Effects of Changing Position (as the possible cause) upon Percent of

Time Spent in each Activity (as the possible effect). 1) Foraging.

The percent of time spent foraging varied considerably from one posi-

tion to another, but in each position was remarkably consistent from

site to site (Fig. 16). In general a chipmunk was seen foraging, in

descending order of frequency, when at shrubs open ground slash

piles - trees - rocks stumps or logs.

2) Food Handling. The percent of time spent food handling

varied less from one position to another than did percents foraging,

but from site to site percents food handling were similar only in some
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Figure 16. Interactions between activity budgeting and habitat
orientation - percent of total time at each position which
was spent performing each activity.
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positions (a little higher than average for stumps or logs, low for

shrubs) and very different in other positions (high in the open at the

Main Grid, high for rocks and trees at the Cabin Lake, and high for

slash piles at both forest edge sites). Part of this variability may be

explained by site differences in the tendency to handle food where it

was located (which would explain the high percentage of food handling

in the open at the Main Grid and in trees at Cabin Lake) or, instead,

to carry the food to a preferred spot before manipulating it (which

would explain the high percentage of food handling at stumps or logs

for all sites and the high percentage of food handling on rocks at

Cabin Lake).

3) Protection. Percents protection reflect a range of position

preferences nearly opposite that observed for foraging, in descending

order stumps or logs slash piles rocks trees shrubs - open

ground. Only in the open were percents protection similar for all

sites (very low). But at other positions (stumps or logs, shrubs,

slash piles) the nature of differences from site to site was the same,

showing a gradient of decreasing protection from forest edges (especi-

ally Lost Forest) to the Main Grid. Exceptions were seen in the low

percent protection at Cabin Lake rocks, perhaps partly due to their

exposed locations, and in low protection in Lost Forest trees.

4) Social Interactions. The percentage of social interactions

appeared to be more dependent upon the total number of interactions
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observed than upon position effects, probably because such inter-

actions result largely from chance encounters (a function of chipmunk

numbers rather than chipmunk position). Thus the proportion of

social interactions varied little from position to position but was con-

sistently high for the Main Grid population.

5) Maintenance. Again for maintenance behavior there was a

strong position effect, similar at all sites for each position (except

rocks and trees). The order of position preference was quite similar

to that exhibited for protective behavior, in descending order stumps

or logs slash piles rocks trees shrubs or open ground.

It should be noted that position effects for each activity are not

independent of those for other activities. An animal spending most of

its time in one activity has less time to spend in other activities.

Thus part of the explanation for a low percent of foraging in the open

at the Main Grid must be the unusually high percentages of time spent

on food handling and social interactions at that grid. At rocks, the

percentage of foraging, protection, social interactions, and mainte-

nance were much lower at Cabin Lake than at the Main Grid, due to

the much higher percentage of food handling on rocks by Cabin Lake

chipmunks. Similarly, the low percentage of foraging behavior in

trees at Cabin Lake was largely due to a higher percentage of food

handling than was observed in trees at the other two sites. Main Grid

chipmunks spent a much higher proportion of tree time in social
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interactions than did chipmunks at the other two grids, while Lost

Forest chipmunks showed the highest percentage of tree foraging.

Effects of Changing Activity (as the possible cause) upon Habitat

Orientation (as the possible effect). 1) Open Ground. In the attempt

to understand interactions between chipmunk activity and orientation,

the other side of the coin is the effect that ongoing activity has upon

habitat orientation (Fig. 17). Orientation to open ground was strongly

influenced by the activity involved in a way that varied little from site

to site. For all activities, there was a tendency to avoid open ground.

This avoidance was least during foraging and food handling, especi-

ally at Lost Forest, and increased through social interactions and

protective behavior to strong during maintenance activities (twice as

negative at Lost Forest as at the other two sites).

2) Shrubs. Most similar to open ground orientation was orien-

tation toward shrubs. In general, orientation to shrubs was not very

different from what would be expected through chance encounters,

tending to be slightly positive at the Main Grid, more positive at Lost

Forest, and slightly negative at Cabin Lake. Over all sites the

orientation toward shrubs was greatest during foraging and social

interactions; avoidance began with food handling, increased slightly

during protection, and increased markedly for maintenance behavior.
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Figure 17. Interactions between activity budgeting and habitat
orientation - orientation to each position during the
performance of each activity.
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3) Rocks. Orientation to rocks was consistently positive at both

Cabin Lake and the Main Grid and somewhat higher at Cabin Lake,

due to a high orientation to rocks when foraging and food handling.

There were no significant between-site differences in orientation to

rocks during other activities.

4) Slash Piles. Orientation to slash piles over all sites was

more positive than to rocks but there were large differences between

sites. Slash pile orientation indices were highly positive for all

activities at Cabin Lake, only slightly positive at Lost Forest and

neutral or slightly negative at the Main Grid. Generally, the activity

category had little affect upon orientation toward slash piles, especi-

ally at Lost Forest. There did appear to be a reduced orientation

toward slash piles, at both Cabin Lake and the Main Grid, during food

handling activities.

5) Stumps and Logs. As with orientation to slash piles, orien-

tation to stumps and logs was highest at Cabin Lake and lowest at the

Main Grid. Unlike orientation to slash piles, orientation to stumps

and logs was always positive and differed significantly from one

activity to another. Chipmunks at all sites were most highly oriented

to stumps and logs during protection and maintenance behaviors, some-

what less oriented to stumps and logs during food handling, and least

oriented to stumps and logs during foraging activities.
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6) Trees. The three populations were also very different in

their orientation to trees. As with slash piles, orientation to trees

was most positive at Cabin Lake and least positive at the Main Grid.

Similar to stump or log orientation, there was a difference in the

degree of positive orientation to trees during different activities.

However, unlike orientation to stumps and logs, this activity effect

was very different from one site to another. At Cabin Lake, orienta-

tion to trees was high for food handling and lowest for social inter-

actions; at Lost Forest orientation to trees was highest for mainte-

nance, lowest for protection. Orientation to trees at the Main Grid,

in addition to being lowest was more different qualitatively from other

sites, being highest for social interactions (where Cabin Lake was

lowest), lowest for food handling (where Cabin Lake was highest), and

lowest for maintenance (where Lost Forest was highest).



V. DISCUSSION

General Patterns of Adaptation in the Yellow Pine Chipmunk

I investigated four local populations of E. amoenus in central

Oregon. These populations were selected along a gradient from

desert to dense coniferous forest and were expected to be subjected to

concomitant gradients in selective pressures from one population to

the next. The populations consisted of a peripherally-isolated popula-

tion in a disjunct ponderosa pine forest on Oregon's high lava desert

(Lost Forest), a peripheral population on the desert edge of a typical

ponderosa pine transition to dense coniferous forest (Cabin Lake) a

central population near the middle of the transition zone (Main Grid),

and a peripheral population on the coniferous forest side of the

ponderosa pine transition zone (Sisters).

Normally, a species is best adapted to conditions near the

center of its distributional range, and there attains the highest aver-

age population densities. This appears to be the case for the yellow

pine chipmunk in central Oregon. Average population density was

highest in the central population at the Main Grid, dropping off east

and west toward peripheral and peripherally-isolated populations, and

reaching lowest levels where the open ponderosa type is undergoing

succession to dense spruce-fir forest.
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Fluctuations in population density, both seasonal and yearly,

also revealed differences between populations. All showed an overall

increase in density between spring and summer. In the central popu-

lation this was largely a result of high reproductive success, in spite

of low immigration rates. Lower reproductive rates in peripheral

populations were partially compensated by high immigration rates,

presumably front more centrally located populations or nearby, more

favorable, habitats. During the overwinter period estimated survival

equaled losses to death and emigration at the Main Grid; survival was

only one-half of losses at the outer sites, and one-third of losses at

the inner sites.

Losses of adult males were greatest during the oversummer

period. Since more females than males were immigrating during this

same period it would appear that the proportion of male losses by

death was greater than that by dispersal. The higher mobility of

males, as revealed by larger home ranges, longer home range shifts,

and a higher proportion of foraging behavior may expose males to

greater summer predation (primarily by hawks and weasels) than

females.

Adult female losses, on the other hand, were greatest during

the overwinter period, with relative site differences more highly pre-

dictive of average population densities (except at Site 7) than any other

single factor (r = -.97, p<. 01). Thus natural selection ought to be
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operating in such a way as to maximize overwinter survival of

females, thereby having the greatest possible influence upon in-

creased reproductive success.

There is good circumstantial evidence that this is occurring at

the edge of the dense coniferous forest, where female overwinter

survival was lowest. Because of the high density of seed-producing

trees and shrubs at those sites, a quantitative food shortage seems

less likely than at the other sites. However, the persistence of snow-

packs as much as two months longer than at the other sites may

impose a seasonal shortage. Furthermore, the reduction of levels of

activity during poor weather, and an apparent compensation for such

reduction in the abnormally high levels of activity which follow periods

of bad weather, suggest that extended spring weather (cold and rainy)

may be almost as limiting as late snowpacks. Even if food density at

the inner sites was higher than at other sites, the generally lower

temperatures may impose so great a thermoregulatory cost that it no

longer pays to forage for food at that density. This would be especi-

ally true for females, with their added burden of producing and feed-

ing young in the spring.

It would appear that there has been selection at the inner sites

favoring a decrease in the ratio of surface area to body weight. While

it is true that increased body size also increases total energy de-

mands by the individual over the long term (Mc Nab 1971), it would
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still be advantageous to reduce heat loss per unit of body weight during

occasional periods of food shortage, so long as food is not usually in

short supply. The average weight of both adult males and females

increases from the central to the Sisters population, with females

responding the most. Since some gene flow must occur between these

populations, the difference could persist only if selective pressures

at the inner sites were different from those at the Main Grid. In fact,

there is evidence that selection for body size is one of the most

important factors in subspeciation within this species. E. a.

amoenus, the subspecies in my study, is probably most like the root

stock from which all present subspecies were derived (Gambs 1965).

Nearly all other subspecies are larger than E. a. amoenus, with the

difference increasingly great toward more northern and more mesic

environments. The smallest subspecies, E. a. monoensis, is found

in warmer, drier conditions in California (Johnson 1943). Thus the

trend in body weights observed toward the dense coniferous forest

becomes even more pronounced as climate becomes still wetter and

cooler.

I also found an increase in average adult body weight from the

central population toward the peripherally-isolated population at Lost

Forest. This is contrary to the expected trend toward smaller size in

desert environments which would be consistent with the above, sug-

gesting that the controlling selective forces operating at the edge of
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the shrubsteppe may be rather different from those at Sisters. The

nature of the difference is suggested by the fact that males, and not

females (as at the Sisters sites), showed the greatest increase over

central population weights, to the extent that male weights actually

overlapped the weights of the typically heavier females. The explana-

tion may depend, again, upon the likelihood of food limitation, this

time resulting from low densities of seed-producing trees and shrubs,

or from competition with least chipmunks from the shrubsteppe.

As a cosmopolitan species, the least chipmunk has such wide

adaptive flexibility that it may he found from deserts through forested

areas and into alpine tundra in different parts of its range. The fact

that it is not found in the forest at forest edge sites suggests competi-

tive exclusion by E. amoenus. Laboratory studies of forced aggres-

sion between the two species have shown aggressive superiority on

the part of E. amoenus, probably based largely upon a size advantage

(Sheppard 1971). If this is the case then a further increase in size

might confer an even greater competitive advantage. A given in-

crease in weight would confer the greatest gain in competitive advan-

tage upon E. amoenus males because they are nearest to E. minimus

in body weight. There was distributional evidence of more complete

exclusion of the least chipmunk at Lost Forest. There, least chip-

munks were almost never captured within the tree line, not even in

extensive patches of shrubs within the forest. Yellow pine chipmunks
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were caught in the shrubsteppe more frequently and at greater dis-

tance from the tree line at Lost Forest than at Cabin Lake. In fact,

shrubsteppe foraging by yellow pine chipmunks was so frequent at

Lost Forest that heavily traveled, conspicuous runways extended into

the shrubsteppe at frequent intervals along the tree line (every 10 to

40 m). Also, overall least chipmunk density was much lower in the

shrubsteppe at Lost Forest than at Cabin Lake, but increased rapidly

toward the outer shrubsteppe perimeter.

A likely compensation for low food density would be an increase

in the area searched. This may explain the marked increase in aver-

age trap range from the Main Grid to the forest-edge sites. This

trend was observed for both sexes, but because female trap ranges

were so much less than male ranges at the Main Grid, the percent of

increase was much greater for females (representing a greater

departure from their more sedentary habits). For both males and

females there was a significant increase in average trap range from

the Main Grid to Cabin Lake (Fig. 5). There was a still larger in-

crease for females from Cabin Lake to Lost Forest, but no apparent

change for males. The notion that larger home ranges compensate

for lower food density is further substantiated by the observation that

trap ranges in spring, when food limitation is apt to be most severe,

tend to be larger than trap ranges in summer, the difference being

greatest at the forest-edge sites. The emerging view is one of
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females forced to increase the energy expended on foraging at the

very time that energy demands by gestation and lactation are greatest.

Thus, quantitative food shortages may explain low overwinter sur-

vival of females, and resultant low populations at the forest edge

sites. That overwinter survival of females here was still not as low

as at inner sites may be explained by the added energy cost of

thermoregulation in the cooler temperatures at the inner sites.

Contrasted Behavior of Three Yellow

Pine Chipmunk Populations

Behavioral studies, conducted on the central (Main Grid) popu-

lation and on the two forest-edge populations, also revealed patterns

which suggest differences in selective pressures and adaptive re-

sponses from one population to another. Although these differences

will be stressed, it should be kept in mind that, overall, patterns of

behavior were remarkably similar among the three sites in spite of

gross differences in habitat structure at each observation tower and

in weather during observation periods at each study site. This sug-

gests a set of genetically based behavioral predispositions which are

common throughout the species' range. For example, in spite of

small sex differences in the percent of time spent foraging under

different time, temperature, and weather conditions, the total pro-
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proportion of foraging was very nearly 50 percent at all sites, aver-

aging only slightly higher at Cabin Lake than at the other two sites.

In general the proportion of active time devoted to food handling

and social interactions varied little within a given population, so that

most within-population variations in activity budgeting involved a

reciprocal relationship between foraging and maintenance or protec-

tive behavior. Although there were significant variations in budgeting

of these three activities between sites, relationships between the

activities and habitat orientation were quite constant. Over all sites,

foraging chipmunks were most strongly oriented toward shrubs, then

toward open ground, slash piles, and trees; least strongly toward

rocks, then stumps or logs. On the other hand, chipmunks involved

in maintenance or protection activities oriented most strongly toward

stumps or logs, then toward slash piles, rocks, trees, and shrubs;

and least toward open ground, an order of preference nearly the

reverse of that for foraging.

Given the above similarities among sites as an underlying core

of behavior tendencies, the patterns of activity and orientation unique

to each site become even more important from an evolutionary point

of view. Differences between sites which appear to form gradients

corresponding with gradients in climate and habitat structure are of

particular interest in this respect.
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Central Population

Not surprisingly, higher population density at the middle sites

resulted in a much higher level of positive social interactions than

was observed at forest-edge sites. A much higher percentage of

these interactions were of an aggressive nature (chasing and fighting),

suggesting a higher level of intraspecific competition than at forest-

edge sites. It may be that high population densities, maintained since

the previous summer, were having a depressive effect even upon

summer food supplies. The larger average trap ranges witnessed

for central population chipmunks during the second summer as com-

pared to the first summer may therefore have been a compensatory

response to reduced food supplies. If changes in the average size of

home ranges were more dependent upon intraspecific competition than

upon food availability, I would have expected home ranges to be

smaller (or at least more variable, with a few individuals securing

larger areas) during the second summer, when population densities

and presumably aggressive interactions were more common. That

this did not occur makes it doubtful that the aggressive interactions

observed were a manifestation of the territorial behavior claimed by

Broadbooks (1970b) for this species.

If protective behavior is viewed as a substitute for protective

ground cover, then protective behavior would be least required in the

central population. This may explain why protective behavior was
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lowest for the central population in all categories. A higher percent-

age of these protective behaviors were on stationary alert, with fewer

flights, perhaps because chipmunks had less far to run to a suitable

lookout post or protective cover. The general availability of both pro-

tective cover and lookout perches at the Main Grid also may contribute

to the low orientation to slash piles. Slash piles may serve both these

functions when more suitable structures are not available. Even

female orientation to slash piles, normally greater than that of males,

was not as pronounced for this population.

Chipmunks from the central population showed a greater ten-

dency to do their foraging later in the day and in better weather than

chipmunks at the forest edge. Early in the day and at low tempera-

tures Main Grid chipmunks were out, but were performing more

maintenance and fewer foraging activities than chipmunks at the other

sites. Field notes indicate that most active foraging did not occur

until the sun hit the ground on sunny days or until higher temperatures

were reached on cloudy days. At the Main Grid, direct sunlight did

not hit the ground until later because of the denser canopy of higher

trees than at the other sites. When the sun finally did hit the ground,

foraging picked up noticeably. Direct sunlight first hit and warmed

rock outcrops near observation towers at both the Main Grid and

Cabin Lake, and it was there that early chipmunk activity was concen-

trated. At both sites, orientation to rocks seemed related to heat
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balance, being highest at early times and low temperatures, when

warmer rocks may afford relief from cold temperatures, and lowest

at late times and (especially) high temperatures, when rocks are

uncomfortably hot.

Chipmunks in the central population showed the least positive

orientation to stumps and logs, probably because of their ready avail-

ability, but this orientation was increased at high temperatures. If

stumps and logs selected at high temperatures were shaded this would

afford better exposure to cooling breezes. Avoidance of open ground

during bad weather was greater at the Main Grid than at other loca-

tions, just as positive orientation to stumps and logs was least, per-

haps because of cold winds associated with much of the poor weather

at the Main Grid. In the field I noted a definite tendency for chip-

munks to confine their activities more tightly to dense cover in high

winds. Percent foraging by the central population was also more

responsive to weather than percent foraging by forest-edge popula-

tions, being highest in good weather and lowest in poor weather.

Peripheral Forest-edge Population

Trends of greatest interest in this study are those for which

Cabin Lake values were intermediate, trends best discussed in terms

of results at the two extremes. However, behavior results from

Cabin Lake are useful in revealing the strong influence of weather

upon activity and habitat orientation.
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At all sites, levels of activity showed a strong bimodal cycle

with time of day, little variation with temperature, and marked re-

duction under increasingly severe weather conditions. However, the

early morning increase in activity persisted longer at Cabin Lake,

reaching a peak during the same time period in which activity levels

reached a low point at the other sites. This put the rest of the Cabin

Lake activity cycle at least one step out of phase with cycles at the

other two sites, building up to the afternoon peak later and to higher

levels than were observed even at the Main Grid with its higher popu-

lation densities. A careful analysis of data obtained from all sites,

particularly those from Cabin Lake and Lost Forest only on "good

weather" days, indicates that the Cabin Lake pattern was real and

cannot be attributed to immediate effects of weather, time, tempera-

ture, season, sex, or sample sizes. I suggest compensatory re-

sponse to a week-long stretch of bad weather preceding the observa-

tion period, during which foraging activities were much reduced.

Weather preceding observation days at the other two sites was gener-

ally clear and sunny, requiring no such compensation.

Perhaps related to this compensation was a high proportion of

food handling, especially pit-caching, relative to other sites, and a

much higher proportion of foraging by females than by males. For

both sexes, random searching made up a larger percentage of foraging

than at other sites. Orientation to stumps and logs was highest
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around the Cabin Lake tower, perhaps because the small number of

stumps and logs afforded chipmunks a greater opportunity to demon-

strate their positive orientation to these structures (in terms of the

greater potential difference between percent cover by and percent

behaviors associated with stumps and logs). The unusually high

orientation to slash piles, especially by females, may reflect the

relatively low availability of more highly favored stumps, logs, and

rocks, as well as greater secretiveness on the part of females as

compared to males. This is supported by the reciprocal relationship

between orientation to slash piles and orientation to stumps, logs, and

rocks. Perhaps because of their completely unshaded location,

orientation to the latter structures was much reduced as temperature

increased. At the same time chipmunks increased their orientation

toward slash piles, where they still foraged but gained some protec-

tion from direct rays of the sun. In poor weather, as at low tempera-

tures, orientation was higher toward stumps, logs, and rocks, and

lower toward slash piles.

Much of the higher proportion of time spent foraging and food

handling by Cabin Lake chipmunks was associated with the removal of

ponderosa pine seeds from recently opened cones in the trees (hence

the high positive orientation to trees). Pine seeds were being shed at

all three sites but the choice between searching for them on the ground
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or picking them directly from cones in the trees seemed to be a func-

tion of tree height.

Peripherally-Isolated Forest-edge Population

Most of the behavior patterns unique to the population at Lost

Forest appear to be related either to the unusually high degree of open

ground (80 percent), or to the more extreme desert climate. Longer

periods of foraging in the open, particularly over the light-colored

sands of stabilized dunes, would greatly increase the likelihood of

being located and captured by predators. This danger might be

reduced by holding closer to available cover, avoiding open ground as

much as possible, or by being more on the alert for signs of preda-

tors when in the open. Lost Forest chipmunks, especially females,

have apparently adopted the second approach, showing the least avoid-

ance of open ground of all populations, but the highest proportion of

protective behavior at all times and temperatures. A higher propor-

tion of protection at Lost Forest was in the form of alarm vocaliza-

tions, with the effect that each chipmunk served to some extent as a

lookout for others. At the same time there were fewer stationary

alerts and more protective flights from perceived danger than were

observed at other sites. This would be expected if chipmunks at Lost

Forest were more frequently in the open when danger was first per-

ceived. Corresponding to their higher level of protective behavior,
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females oriented less toward open ground and more toward slash

piles than did males.

In relation to the extreme desert climate, Lost Forest chip-

munks showed a greater tendency to distribute their activity into the

early part of the day and low temperatures, thereby partially avoiding

high temperatures. This tendency was reflected in an afternoon

activity peak two hours earlier than at any other site, a higher pro-

portion of foraging in the morning, a higher proportion of mainte-

nance in the afternoon, the lowest percent foraging in good weather,

and the highest percent foraging in poor weather. Although reduced,

activity persisted to high temperatures, but was more closely re-

stricted to patches of shade under large trees. Positive orientation

to shrubs was greater at mid-day and at high temperatures, perhaps

reflecting the cooler temperatures of sands under shrubs.

Competitive Exclusion by Aggression or Habitat Selection?

It may seem anomalous that a species with such wide adaptive

flexibility should be so closely restricted to a habitat type. This is

consistent, however, with the prediction of MacArthur and Levins

(1964) that species which spend most of their time searching for food,

especially for small items, cannot afford to overlook many and there-

fore cannot afford to specialize. This prediction is not consistent

with recent literature describing the distribution of western chipmunk
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species as being largely determined by interspecific aggression along

zonal boundaries, with the role of habitat selection barely noted in

passing (Brown 1971, Heller 1971, Heller and Gates 1971 and

Sheppard 1971). Even from an experimental standpoint these conclu-

sions are suspect because the interspecific aggression and resulting

dominance relationships upon which the arguments are based came

entirely from forced aggressive encounters in small boxes or at

artificial baiting stations in the field. During normal foraging

activities at Lost Forest and Cabin Lake, chipmunk encounters occu-

pied only two to four percent of the total time, and only a small frac-

tion of these encounters were between yellow pine and least chip-

munks.

In my opinion most observed patterns of chipmunk distribution

may be readily explained on the basis of a proximate process, that of

continuous habitat orientation, without recourse to what could be the

ultimate cause of the process, interspecific competition. The impor-

tance of habitat selection has been widely recognized in papers dealing

with distribution and taxonomy of western chipmunks, to the extent

that preferred habitat is commonly used as an integral part of species

descriptions (Howell 1929, Johnson 1943, Larrison 1947). In an

extensive treatment of chipmunk distribution in the Pacific Northwest,

Gambs (1965) noted that all chipmunk species show a preference for

certain plant formations and tied his explanation of chipmunk migration
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routes and the evolution of subspecies to paleontological knowledge of

post-Pleistocene plant migrations.

In my study, the least chipmunk was restricted to shrubsteppe

or to large treeless patches of shrubs within the tree line; the yellow

pine chipmunk was found associated with open ponderosa forests

having low ground cover; and the Townsend chipmunk favored more

mesic forest with dense tree canopies and high ground cover by shrubs,

grasses and forbs. I suggest the following explanation for these

patterns:

The sharp delimitation of yellow pine and least chipmunk dis-

tributions at the outer tree line is due in part to the fact that high

temperatures in the shrubsteppe put it outside the fundamental niche

of E. amoenus (Heller 1971), and in part to the fact that least chip-

munks avoid trees. Although yellow pine chipmunks frequently

foraged out into the shrubsteppe, these forays were much reduced in

the summer and on warmer days, especially at Cabin Lake. The

longest moves into the shrubsteppe occurred on a rainy day at Lost

Forest. Thus the yellow pine chipmunk probably is physiologically,

not competitively, prevented from living in the shrubsteppe. Least

chipmunks, on the other hand, were never captured or observed under

a tree, an observation suggesting strong habitat selection. In light of

the fact that the least chipmunk does occupy forest in other parts of its

range, it is likely that, historically, aggressive encounters did occur
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between these two species, most of them lost by the smaller chip-

munk. If so there would have been strong selective pressure on the

least chipmunk for mechanisms by which unrewarding but energeti-

cally costly encounters might be avoided, mechanisms such as habitat

selection. In short, even if interspecific aggression has played a role

in delimiting lines of contact between allopatric chipmunk species,

for most species that role has since been played out. Presently

observed lines of contact do not represent dynamic tension zones

established and maintained in delicate balance by aggressive inter-

actions between species, swinging in favor of first one, then the other,

depending upon habitat characteristics (as has been expressed or

implied by other authors). Rather the lines of contact represent

extremely stable distributional limits established through habitat

selection as a mechanism for avoiding fruitless aggression and com-

petition.

It might be argued that selection presently favors increased

aggression by the yellow pine chipmunk if it could thereby exclude

least chipmunks from shrubby areas within the tree line. There is

evidence that this has occurred in the isolated Lost Forest population

but it has not occurred in the Cabin Lake population, possibly due to a

swamping effect by gene flow from central populations less than 10 km

distant where no such selective force exists.
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Because the Townsend chipmunk averages over twice as large

as the yellow pine chipmunk it would not be surprising to find that the

two species coexist by feeding on different portions of a food-size

spectrum (MacArthur 1972). However, correlations between habitat

structure and chipmunk numbers were almost exactly reciprocal

between the two species when measured over all sites common to both

(Sites 5 8), suggesting that both species exhibit habitat selection.

Strong ongoing habitat orientation, and correlations between orienta-

tion and activity, would seem to confirm this view in the case of E.

amoenus. It may be that both species must utilize the same seeds for

winter food caches, with E. amoenus forced to select open forest to

avoid unsuccessful competitive encounters. E. townsendi on the

other hand may find it difficult to take over the open ponderosa forests

because of its larger size, perhaps being too large to adapt to the

generally more limited food supplies and too slow to avoid predators

where dense ground cover is limited. It is interesting to note that

whereas E. amoenus subspecies become larger toward the moister

habitats in their range, E. townsendi subspecies become smaller

toward drier habitats in their range (Gambs 1965) and they show the

smallest differences where they meet (as at Sisters).

Much recent speculation about the role of aggression in inter-

specific competition has been tied to the notion of chipmunk terri-

toriality. Territoriality would be equally important in intraspecific
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competition, having important effects upon size of home ranges and

population density. Yet territoriality has never been demonstrated in

western chipmunks. Broadbooks (1970b) suggested territorial be-

havior as the main mechanism of population dispersion in E. amoenus,

but only on the basis of having observed females chasing other chip-

munks from their den sites as well as a relative lack of overlap

between female home ranges. The first is consistent with observa-

tions on the eastern chipmunk (Tamias striatus), which is not terri-

torial except in its defense of a small core area around the nest site

(Dunford 1969). Overlap of female home ranges was extensive even

in Broadbooks' study. The fact that female ranges were overlapped

by those of other chipmunks less than male ranges may only be a

statistical result of smaller female home ranges, rather than a result

of greater female territoriality. In spite of such limited evidence of

its existence, Heller and Gates (1971) repeatedly assume territoriality

on the part of several western chipmunk species they studied, includ-

ing E. amoenus.



VI. CONCLUSIONS

The overall purpose of this study was to demonstrate the use-

fulness of turning our attention to polytypic generalist species living

in relatively unpredictable environments. In particular I felt that

contrasting differences between local populations suspected to be

under very different selective pressures might reveal the operation of

important evolutionary processes "in action". Special attention was

given to detecting local behavioral innovations which may act as the

leading edge of adaptive responses to differing local environments.

It appears that the strongest selective forces acting upon the

Sisters population were cool spring weather and late snowpacks effect-

ing low female survival. Even in the face of possible gene flow from

central populations an adaptation is shown in increased body size,

especially for females. The same trend toward increased size at

Lost Forest can hardly be a response to the same selective pres-

sures. There I have suggested that low density of seed-producing

trees and shrubs makes it selectively advantageous for the yellow pine

chipmunks, especially males, to increase their body size enabling

them to exclude the least chipmunk from nearby shrubby habitats

more efficiently. These trends, and size variations among
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E. amoenus subspecies, all point to changes in body weight as an

important adaptive response in this species.

Behavioral differences among the three outer populations may

represent differential responses to habitat or climatic differences,

genetic responses to differences in selective forces, or both. In any

case, behavioral differences which are adaptive will be favored by

natural selection as will any genetic change which contributes to the

performance of new, adaptive behavior (Mayr 1963). Thus, in order

to demonstrate evolutionary potential, it is not required that a genetic

basis for behavioral differences between populations be demonstrated,

only that differences exist, that they are not just immediate responses

to weather and that they make sense in the ecological context within

which they occur.

Because the two forest-edge populations share similar climatic

regimes and habitat structure, it may be supposed that selective

forces acting on these two populations are also similar. Population

density, climatic conditions, and habitat structure at the Main Grid

were fairly different from forest-edge sites suggesting different

selective pressures. Selective forces acting on the forest-edge popu-

lations but not on the central population would favor evolutionary

divergence, but the divergence at Cabin Lake, at best, would be

partially disrupted by gene flow from the species' interior, a few km
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away. Divergence could be much advanced in the peripherally-

isolated Lost Forest population.

Protective behavior illustrates just that the kind of behavioral

difference. In all time and temperature categories, protective be-

havior was quantitatively greater and qualitatively more different, in

terms of a higher proportion of alarm vocalizations, than at other

sites. The general pattern was that of a sharp drop in percent protec-

tion from Lost Forest to Cabin Lake, and then a lesser decrease from

Cabin Lake to the Main Grid. Greater exposure to predators in more

open habitat was postulated as the dominant selective force. Instead

of keeping closer to available cover (thereby reducing the area over

which they could safely forage) the avenue of adaptive adjustment

appears to be a higher degree of watchfulness with a concomitant

increase in orientation to open ground. Thus search area is maxi-

mized while danger of predation is minimized.

Another selective pressure acting on the Lost Forest population

may be high summer temperatures made more extreme by low tree

cover and bare sands. Adaptive responses are suggested in the high-

est proportions of foraging early in the day, and in poor weather,

along with increased orientation to shrubs and shade in the middle of

sunny days. Central population chipmunks showed the opposite rela-

tionships, perhaps because cool temperatures associated with early
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morning and poor weather were a bigger problem than were high

temperatures (given the much greater availability of shade).

Comparisons of activity budgeting between sites also reflect

important qualitative differences in selective forces. Although

density-independent factors such as weather and seed production are

probably important to E. amoenus throughout its range, such that r-

selection predominates, the high percentage of social interactions at

the Main Grid and the concomitant high fraction of aggression in these

interactions suggest that k-selection becomes increasingly important

toward the center of the species range. Thus selection for lower

reproductive rates and/or more complicated social systems for re-

ducing intraspecific competition would be among predictions for

qualitative changes in selective forces inward from the species'

border.

In the final analysis this paper attempts two things: 1) to pro-

vide a detailed description of local adaptations of Eutamias amoenus

to clear-cut environmental differences and; 2) to present a theoretical

argument defining the possible evolutionary significance of those

differences. It is not surprising nor especially significant to discover

localized adaptations to environmental differences along a steep

environmental gradient. This is an expected pattern. The pattern

assumes unusual significance only if a theoretical basis for high

evolutionary potential on the part of such species populations can be
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demonstrated, and if the differences observed appear to verify that

potential.
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APPENDIX A

Exact Site Locations

Trapping Grid Site Location

Lost Forest

Cabin Lake

Main Grid

1 NE* section 21
2 T25S, R2OE

3 NE* section 20
4 T24S, R14E

5

6

7

Sisters 8

SE corner of section 18
T24S, R13E

NE* of section 34, T14S, R9E
SE* of section 32, T14S, R9E
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APPENDIX B

Details of Methods

Trapping Techniques

Rationale for grid construction and dimensions. Each of the

four study grids was laid out by locating an area representative of a

major stage in the transition from desert to coniferous forest. The

exact location was chosen by pacing out the desired boundaries until a

baseline azimuth was obtained such that the entire grid was in a

reasonably homogeneous habitat having low visibility from nearby

roads. Two lines of stakes were set on a long and short side of each

grid using compass and steel tape. All other stakes were set visually

by lining up with two or more stakes in both directions or by steel

tape and compass where visibility was poor.

The overall size of a grid (usually 443 m x 563 m) was chosen

to permit enclosure of the complete home ranges of at least ten chip-

munks. This was regarded as a necessary minimum for statistical

tests involving average home range. The number of sets was geared

to the maximum number of traps that could be baited and checked in a

single day if trap success were high (15-16 lines by 12 sets = 180-192

traps). It normally required 2.5 hrs from dawn to walk the 8 Km

necessary for baiting the grid. Checking and closing required 4 to 10

hrs depending upon the number of captures and the amount of weighing
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and marking to be done (dye marking required up to 10 min per

chipmunk.

Trapping procedures. Each of the four trapping grids was con-

structed of 4-ft tall lathe stakes spaced 40 m apart in 15-16 lines of

12 sets (stakes) per line. Exposed traps were covered with bark or

cardboard, baited at dawn with rolled oats in peanut butter and

checked during early afternoon. Baiting and checking was begun at

opposite corners of the grid on alternate days so that average open

time was about the same for all traps during a given trap period.

On first capture each chipmunk was numbered by toe clipping

and released. From the inside toe outward the toes of the left hind

foot were numbered 1 to 5, the right hind foot 6 to 10, the left front

foot 20 to 80 (4 toes) and the right front foot 100 to 400. All captures

were recorded as to grid location, species, sex, reproductive condi-

tion, age class, and identification number. When a given trap cap-

tured the same chipmunk twice in a row, that trap was closed until

the chipmunk was recaptured elsewhere.

The four study grids were trapped in the spring before the young

were born to measure population lows and in the summer after the

young had emerged to measure population peaks. This was done dur-

ing 1970 and 1971 for a total of four trap periods. With two excep-

tions, each population was trapped for the same number of days in any

given trap period (Table 1). In the spring 1970 trap period Lost
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Forest was trapped an extra day to compensate for very low trap

success on a rainy day during the period. In 1971 the duration of

trapping sessions was increased from 6 to 7 days at the Main Grid to

obtain an adequate number of captures on individual chipmunks where

population densities were high.

Analytical techniques. Computer analysis of these trapping

records in categories specified according to trap period, site,

species, sex, and age class yielded information on the total number

of chipmunks captured, the average number of captures per chipmunk,

the percent of chipmunks surviving into all subsequent trap periods,

chipmunk population densities per unit of area, the average distances

travelled between consecutive captures, and the average weight.

Chipmunk density estimates were corrected for differences in

trap range by the boundary-strip method described by Broadbooks

(1970a) so that my results might be at least roughly comparable to

his. The computer averaged the ten "best" trap range records (based

upon density-use categories determined from the total number of cap-

tures and the relative proportions of these on and within the outer

edge of the grid), calculated the radius of a circle of equal area and

added a boundary strip of that area on all sides of the grid facing

favorable habitat to the total area of the grid.

Each chipmunk record also contained results combined from all

trapping periods during which the animal was captured. Averaging
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over all chipmunks in a specified category the "total" number of

captures, total trap range, total periods captured, trap range per

capture, maximum trap range, trap range width-to-length ratio and

the distance between nearest captures from consecutive trap periods

were also computed.

Habitat Sampling

On trapping grids. I felt that trap success in any given animal

category might reflect the activity level for that category as the

animals responded to structural features of the habitat around each

stake. Habitat features were sampled by running four 25 ft line-

intercepts at right angles to each other from each trap location.

Along the metal tape marking each line I counted the number of inches

intercepted by rocks, logs and stumps, shrubs, forbs, grasses and

tree crowns. Data including inches covered by each habitat feature

at each stake, and total captures of male and female yellow pine chip-

munks, the "other" chipmunk species (sexes combined), other genera,

and days the trap was closed during each trap period were transferred

to computer cards, one for each trap location on every grid (except

for the middle line of the main grid where the card for each stake was

duplicated, one card for Site 5 and one card for Site 6). These data

cards were then used in estimates of the percent of every grid

covered by each habitat feature and for simple correlations and
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multiple regressions relating trap success with habitat structure.

Results of the correlation and regression analyses were inconclusive

and are not reported in the thesis.

Around observation towers. A question of primary interest was

whether or not chipmunks showed a continuous orientation to or away

from structural features of their habitat. This could only be mea-

sured if the proportion of different structural features around each

tower was known. Therefore a 250 ft x 250 ft sampling grid was set

up around each tower enclosing most of the observation area. System-

atic sampling by line-intercepts along 60-50 ft lines laid out in a

checkerboard pattern resulted in a total sample of 3000 ft around each

tower. Aside from this increased sampling intensity, habitat-

structure sampling around observation towers differed from that on

entire trapping grids in the elimination of grass and forb categories.

Slash piles were concentrated debris from previous logging or piles

of low branches I had pruned from trees in order to obtain a clear

view of all ground within a 125 ft radius of the tower.

Behavior Studies

Observational techniques. In the fall of 1970 considerable time

was spent observing and categorizing chipmunk behavior. As a result

24 frequently-observed activity patterns were lumped under five major

behavior categories as follows:
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1. Foraging: a) exploring - jerky, hesitant rushes with head

up; b) random searching - quartering back and forth with

nose to the ground; c) running or climbing - casually, no

evidence of alarm; d) digging - scratching in the ground

without depositing anything or covering the hole.

2. Food Handling: a) feeding - actually chewing on food items;

b) food handling manipulation of food prior to putting it in

the mouth; c) gathering - stuffing food into mouth and

manipulating it into cheek pouches but no chewing; d)

storing - running with full cheek pouches; e) pit caching -

digging a hole, depositing a portion of contents in the hole,

covering over the hole and patting it down; f) repacking -

stopping to adjust food already in cheek pouches.

3. Protection: a) flight - rapid running or climbing usually

from some obvious source of concern; b) conflict - hesitant

alternation between advance and retreat with attention

focused on an object of concern; c) alert - immobile erect

posture, often with forepaws upon something; d) retreats -

withdrawal from some threat for only a short distance; e)

alarm vocalizations - usually a loud chirp or chirrl with

frequent tail twitches.

4. Positive Social Interactions: a) chasing another animal; b)

fighting; c) sexual behavior mounting, tail twirling; d)
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nosing another animal; e) threat postures, movements or

vocalizations (ears often laid back).

5. Maintenance: a) grooming; b) dust bathing; c) gathering nest

materials; d) resting - immobile and relaxed, sometimes

distinguishable from an alert only by lack of erect posture

and by drooping eyelids.

Shorthand symbols were also used for six position categories

which corresponded to the habitat features sampled around each tower:

1) in the open, 2) logs or stumps, 3) shrubs, 4) rocks, 5) trees, and

6) slash piles.

A 10-ft tall observation tower was erected on each of the three

easternmost grids where vegetation was sufficiently sparse to permit

observations of chipmunk behavior. Each tower was located well

within its respective grid in view of areas where 1970 trapping had

revealed concentrations of chipmunk activity.

During the fourth trapping period, before behavior studies

commenced, the tips of the ears were cut off on all resident chip-

munks (right ear for males, left ear for females). As many of these

as possible were marked for individual identification with Nyanzol A

dye.

Such identification required a clear, unambiguous mark which

could be recognized at long distances. The summer molts of most

chipmunks were complete by late September when the first dye
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marking was done. Correctly done such marks persisted until the

next molt in the following summer. To insure the fresh dye neces-

sary for a permanent mark, liquid dye and hydrogen peroxide were

kept in separate plastic bottles. Just before an animal was marked,

the appropriate proportions of each were sucked into a l0cc plastic

syringe through a soft foam pad tied to the end of the syringe. The

pad prevented spillage of liquid during filling and made a good appli-

cator; the rate of application being easily controlled with the plunger.

The blade of a small hatchet was sunk in the ground as an

anchor for a pair of leather thongs which were threaded through and

then back through a small wire collar, making two loops. The free

end of one of the thongs was pulled until its loop had nearly popped

back through the wire collar. Holding the animal to be marked tightly

by the scruff of its neck, the remaining loop was cinched up tight

around the base of a front foot, held from slipping by friction with the

first loop. The animal was grasped firmly by the base of its tail and

stretched out against the resistance of the hatchet with one hand and

easily marked with the syringe in the other hand. When marking was

complete the first thong (already pulled nearly back through the wire

collar) was pulled free of the collar. When the animal was released

it ran right out of the loose second thong. No gloves were needed for

this technique, permitting precise control during marking.
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A dye mark code was devised by which an individual chipmunk

could readily be identified from almost any position. Selected body

regions, when dyed, were given numerical values as follows: 40 - all

around nose to front edge of eye; 20 - both cheeks below eye and ear,

covering white stripe below ear; 10 - top of head between ears and

down to back edge of eye, covering white stripe above eye; 1 - anterior

part of dorsal stripes, neck below ears, and front of shoulders; 2 -

anterior part of stripes (leaving some stripe visible anteriorly), and

onto posterior half of shoulders; 4 - middle of body and onto sides,

not touching shoulders or rump; 7 - posterior part of stripes and

extending onto rump on both sides. Both toe clip and dye number

were recorded for each dyed animal. To identify a marked animal

from a distance the clipped ear was first noted, then the values for all

dye marks from the animal's nose to back were summed. This an

animal with its left ear clipped and marked 20-10-7-2 was identified

as female 39 in field notes. With practice, such an identification

could be made at a glance.

Prior to the start of observations a large, office variety swivel-

chair was placed on top of the tower. On the right hand side was

mounted a narrow desk, inset to hold a clipboard, with a sliding

metal rule which could be laid over my data sheet and moved up and

down. Using this sliding rule, which could be felt under my hand as I

wrote, I was able to write straight across the page and then move
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down to start another line without even having to look down. The

chair was modified on the left side for rigidly mounting a 20X spotting

scope. On top of the spotting scope a pair of 8 x 50 field binoculars

was tied so that its field of vision included that of the spotting scope.

Four-inch high boards around the platform prevented things from

being kicked off and provided footing for swiveling and inclining the

chair to locate and follow target animals.

During an observation period the entire seen area was continu-

ally searched through the larger binocular field until a chipmunk was

located. Identification was made with the spotting scope and the chip-

munk was followed until it disappeared or until 20 min had passed.

At the beginning of every observation on a new chipmunk I recorded

its identification, the time and ambient shade temperature at ground

level (measured with a shaded probe from a 1/51 Model 46 Tele-

thermometer on a tower platform). The symbols for activity and

position were recorded for the first metronome pulse. Thereafter, if

both the activity and the position persisted, only a series of vertical

slashes were made, one for each pulse. If the position or the activity

(but not both) changed, the symbol representing the change was re-

corded instead of the vertical slash. Only if both position and activity

were changed at a subsequent pulse were new symbols for both re-

corded.
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In the fall of 1971 my intent was to sample behavior at all three

easternmost sites during the pre-winter food-gathering period. After

two abortive attempts to make observations at Lost Forest (21-23

August and 12-13 September), due to much later onset of this activity

than in 1970, definitive observations were finally made at Cabin Lake

over a 9-day period from 25 September to 30 October. In order to

hold chipmunks in the area for observation without unduly affecting

their activity or orientation, corn and sunflower seeds were scattered

in four directions every 15 m around the tower on the first and third

days at each study site. The total number of 5 sec observations

obtained at Cabin Lake during 47 hours on the tower (6050) set the

minimum for the other two sites. During 40 hrs on the tower at Lost

Forest I obtained 6960 observations (6-9 October) and during 21 hrs

on the tower at the Main Grid I obtained 6150 observations (11-14

October). Overall during 110 hrs on the three towers chipmunks were

in sight 26.5 hrs or 41 percent of tower time.

Analytical techniques. All 5 sec observations were transferred

to computer cards subject to retrieval by site number, day of obser-

vation, time class, chipmunk number, species, sex, sun condition

(out or clouded over), precipitation and wind class. Time was re-

corded in hours and minutes from the time at which the color of a red

flag could first be discerned 100 ft down sun, a compensation for
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differences in day-length and the influence of cloud cover on the time

of daybreak.

These data were used to investigate three major aspects of

chipmunk behavior. First the effect of time, temperature or weather

upon activity may be measured by the percentage of 5 sec intervals

during which chipmunks were in sight relative to the total time spent

on the tower (levels of activity) or by the percentages of total obser-

vations in all classes which were observed in a given class (distribu-

tion of activity). Both approaches required that an adjustment to

correct for differences in time spent on the tower at a given site be

made. This was done by multiplying the number of observations in a

given class such as a temperature range by the maximum tower time

for any temperature range and then dividing by the actual time on the

tower for that particular temperature range. Resulting corrected

numbers of observations may be used to evaluate levels of activity

and distribution of activity as influenced by time, temperature or

weather.

Second, these same data were used to determine the budgeting

of activities under specified combinations of sites, sexes, weather

categories, times, and temperatures. Activity budgeting may be

looked at in terms of percentage distribution of activities into each

behavior category (regardless of habitat position) or in terms of per-

centage distribution of activities at each habitat position. In either
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case the percent of the total comprised by observations in each

behavior category, and its 95 percent confidence limits (Snedecor and

Cochran, 1967, p. 209-213), were computed.

Third, all observations on chipmunk behavior were analyzed by

position to assess habitat orientation. It is useful to know the percent-

age of time spent at each habitat feature, over all behavior categories

and then within each behavior category, but my primary interest lay

in discovering whether orientations changed from population to popu-

lation. This posed the question of whether the percent of observations

at a structure is less at one site than another because of (1) decreased

orientation toward the structure or (2) decreased availability of the

structure. One way to resolve this problem is to calculate an

"orientation index", which compensates for differences in structure

availability from one site to another, by subtracting the percent cover

for a given structure (as obtained from sampling grid around the

tower) from the percent of behaviors associated with that structure,

and then dividing by the smaller of the two. If the resulting index

value is positive it shows how many times the observed behavioral

association with the structure is greater than would be expected if the

animal encountered the structure only randomly. If the index is nega-

tive it shows how many times more prevalent the structure is than

behaviors associated with the structure. Recalculating this index

with the upper and lower 95 percent confidence limits for the percent
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of behavior associated with the structure provides some measure of

the confidence to be placed in a given orientation index.

In the final computer analysis, a series of tables was created

listing the percentage distribution of observations into (1) each of the

five major behavior categories, (2) each behavior category within

each position (given where the chipmunks were, what were they

doing?), (3) each of the six position categories, and (4) each position

within each behavior category (given what the chipmunks were doing,

where were they?). For every position an orientation index was

computed; for every percentage or index the 95 percent confidence

limits were provided. A set of such tables could be printed for each

time and temperature or over all times and temperatures, in each

weather category or in a combination of weather categories, in each

sex or combination of sexes, for each site or combination of sites.

Of course the primary purpose of these tables was to provide a

means for comparing behaviors or positions, either within sites (and

between different times, temperatures, weather conditions or sexes)

or between sites (in a given sex, time, temperature or weather cate-

gory). Since the observations represent count data (yes he was or no

he was not performing a given activity or located at a given habitat

structure) such comparisons are best evaluated by chi-square tech-

niques. Such tests only measure the degree of similarity between two

sets of either - or observations. They do not measure the variation
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from one such data set to another taken under exactly the same condi-

tions. To assess the effect of variability upon confidence in obtained

differences, all observations were lumped into selected sex cate-

gories, resorted into selected time intervals and resorted again into

selected temperature ranges. The total observations in each such

category were subdivided into 200-observation lots, each lot providing

data for a single observation in a t-test analysis of 1) the differences

between sites or 2) between sexes within sites for any sex, time, or

temperature.

This alternative procedure has limitations of its own. The

variables are discrete rather than continuous and the samples are not

really replicates from the same population; thus two assumptions

underlying t-tests are partly violated. Each "observation' on a given

site, sex, and temperature has been derived from one to many indi-

viduals, perhaps observed over more than one day, under different

times and weather conditions. Averages of such observations would

be expected to have high associated variances, possibly leading to the

statistical rejection of an inordinate number of biologically real

differences. When t-tests were applied to differences in the number

of social interactions observed between the Main Grid and forest-edge

sites (differences almost certain to be real due to the high population

densities at the Main Grid), the probability of a greater difference by

chance was usually .20 or less, even in the case of small sample
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sizes. For this reason, and in order to avoid the rejection of a dis-

proportionate number of real differences, .20 was used as the

critical level. In the final analysis, most confidence was placed in

differences which were significant by both t-tests and chi-square

tests and which made biological sense in the ecological context within

which they occurred.


